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Abstract
A novel dynamic microﬁltration system consisting of a vibrating hollow ﬁber membrane module is presented. The vibrations induce the shear
rate at the membrane surface which makes it possible to ﬁltrate at low feed cross-ﬂow velocity and thus at a low transmembrane pressure. Results
from test ﬁltrations of bakers yeast suspensions are presented and the critical ﬂux concept is used to evaluate the ﬁltration data. The critical ﬂux
at the maximum degree of vibration is improved 325% compared to the critical ﬂux at the minimum degree of vibration. An equation to calculate
the membrane surface shear rate from the vibration frequency and amplitude is presented. The correlation between the critical ﬂux and average
surface shear rate is Jp,crit = 8.22(γ¯s)0.26. It is further shown that when operating below the critical ﬂux in a 4.5 h test ﬁltration the permeability is
kept constant. Above the critical ﬂux, the transmembrane pressure increases resulting in a decrease in membrane permeability.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Vibrating dynamic microﬁltration; Shear-enhanced ﬁltration; Critical ﬂux; Surface shear rate; Hollow ﬁbers
1. Introduction
In microﬁltration of colloids and macromolecules, the ﬂux
often drops to a level much below the level of the clean water
ﬂux due to severe membrane fouling. The fouling layer can be
reduced by increasing the shear rate at the membrane surface
so that deposition of colloids and macromolecules is reduced
or avoided. Enhancing the surface shear rate can be done in
different ways. One possibility is to let the feed stream pass
along the surface at high cross-ﬂow velocity which results in a
high surface shear rate. By doing this, the permeate also has to
pass along the membrane in the same direction and at the same
velocity as the feed stream on the other side of the membrane.
This is necessary to keep the transmembrane pressure (TMP)
low, because a high TMP results in a faster and more compact
fouling layer [1]. Guerra et al. [2] have shown that above a TMP
value of around 0.3× 105 Pa (0.3 bar) the ﬂux decreased as the
TMP was increased in the microﬁltration of skim milk. This
emphasizes the importance of keeping the TMP low. The high
cross-ﬂow velocity technique is used by Alfa-Laval to remove
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 4525 2946; fax: +45 4588 2258.
E-mail address: gj@kt.dtu.dk (G. Jonsson).
bacterial spores from skim milk [3], but one problem with this
method is that the overall pumping costs become very high.
High membrane shear rate can also be achieved by creating
a relative motion between the membrane and the feed stream.
This can be done by vibrations or rotations of the membrane,
which makes it possible to decouple high feed cross-ﬂow veloc-
ity and high surface shear rate. Thus, ﬁltrations can be carried
out at low feed cross-ﬂow velocity (and thus low TMP) and
with a high surface shear rate. Pall Corporation has developed a
vibrating membrane ﬁlter (VMF) based on this technique. The
membrane stack is vibrated by a torsion bar, and such a sys-
tem is installed at Tuborg Brewery in Fredericia (Denmark) to
remove surplus yeast from beer. Postlethwaite et al. [4] have
tested a commercial Pall VMF system for the removal of pro-
teins from a feed of high biomass loading, and Jaffrin et al. [5]
have worked with a similar system called the vibrating shear-
enhancedprocessing (VSEP) system for ﬁltration of bakers yeast
suspensions.
Another way of decoupling high feed ﬂow velocity and high
surface shear rate is to let an object rotate at high speed close to
the membrane surface. The rotations then induce high surface
shear rate. Bouzerar et al. [6] have concentrated industrial efﬂu-
ents on a rotating disk system, and Jaffrin et al. [5] have ﬁltrated
bakers yeast suspensions also with a rotating disk system.
0376-7388/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.memsci.2006.03.051
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High frequency back ﬂushing [7] is another way to avoid
severe membrane fouling. Here, the shear at the membrane sur-
face itself is not so high but due to the destabilization of the foul-
ing layer a steady-state concentration proﬁle is never reached. A
similar phenomenon might be observed for the vibrating mem-
brane systems.
In general dynamic microﬁltration systems seem efﬁcient in
the recovery of macromolecules from fermentation broths [6].
In this work, a novel dynamic microﬁltration system is pre-
sented. The membrane, which consists of hollow ﬁbers placed
parallel in a module, is vibrated up and down at variable fre-
quency and amplitude, which creates the shear rate at the mem-
brane surface. Thus, it is possible to ﬁltrate at very low feed
cross-ﬂow velocity and with a very low TMP. Results from test
ﬁltrations of bakers yeast suspensions are presented, and the crit-
ical ﬂux concept formulated by Field et al. [1] is used to evaluate
the results. The results are compared to results from ﬁltration
tests conducted with a similar system described by Genkin et al.
[8]. The test ﬂuid is selected because it is reproducible and has
been extensively reported in the literature. The average shear
rate on the membrane surface is calculated, and it is investigated
how the critical ﬂux varies with the average membrane surface
shear rate. The permeability of the membrane below and above
the critical ﬂux is also evaluated and discussed in a long-term
operation condition.
2. Theory
2.1. Calculation of surface shear rate
The membrane module consists of hollow ﬁbers placed par-
allel vertically in a plastic cylinder. The feed stream is led to the
vibrating module on the outside of the membrane ﬁbers. The
shear rate at the surfaces of the ﬁbers is deﬁned as the deriva-
tive of the velocity component along the membrane surface with
respect to the length perpendicular to the membrane surface:
γs = dvzdy (1)
The coordinate system is orientated so that the z-axis is in the
same direction as the feed ﬂow along the ﬁbers and the y-axis is
perpendicular to the membrane surface with y= 0 at the surface.
The x-axis is a tangent to the surface perpendicular to the z- and
y-axis. Very close to the surface, the surface is almost plane and
therefore it makes sense to use Cartesian coordinates, which
will simplify the equations. The velocity component in the z-
direction therefore corresponds to the velocity at an oscillating
plate, which is given by Bird et al. [9]:











The angular frequency ω (equals 2×π × f) is proportional to
the vibration frequency, and the velocity amplitude v0 (equals
amp×ω) is the product of the vibration amplitude and the angu-
lar frequency.Using this equation for the velocity in the direction
along theﬁbers at a given time anddistance from theﬁber one has
Fig. 1. Fluid velocities at different distances from the membrane surface at low
frequency (10Hz) and small amplitude (0.2mm) calculated by using Eq. (2).
to assume, that the velocity in the z-direction is zero at inﬁnite
y-distance from the ﬁbers according to the boundary conditions
given by Bird et al. [9]. This implies that the motion of one
ﬁber does not inﬂuence the velocity of the ﬂuid surrounding the
neighboring ﬁber. At ﬁrst this could seem unrealistic since the
distance between the ﬁbers is in the range of 1mm, but by look-
ing at the velocity proﬁle calculated using Eq. (2) (in Fig. 1) one
can see that at a distance of just 0.5mm from the surface, the
velocity is decreased to a level where it is a good approximation
to state, that the motion of the ﬁbers does not inﬂuence the ﬂow
pattern of the neighboring ﬁber. This tendencywill be evenmore
pronounced at higher vibration frequencies and amplitudes.
With the velocity component in the z-direction, the shear rate
can be found as the derivative of the velocity with respect to the


































[sin(ωt) − cos(ωt)] (4)
This is the expression for the shear rate at the membrane surface
as a function of time (t), angular frequency (ω = 2×π × f) and
velocity amplitude (v0 = amp×ω). A time mean average of the
numerical value of the oscillating shear rate is used as a value




i=0 |γs(t = i/1000)|
1000
(5)
In this equation, the numerical value of the shear rate (from
Eq. (4)) at times from t= 0 to 1 s at intervals of 1/1000 s are
summarized and divided by 1000 to get a time mean average of
the shear rate.
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2.2. Critical ﬂux concept
The critical ﬂux concept was used to evaluate the ﬁltration
performance. The critical ﬂux hypothesis for microﬁltration is
that on start-up there exists a ﬂux below which a decline of ﬂux
with timedoes not occur; above it fouling is observed.This ﬂux is
the critical ﬂux and its value depends on the hydrodynamics and
probably other variables [1]. This critical ﬂux concept implies
that it is possible tomaintain a constant ﬂux and constant TMP as
long as the constant ﬂux is kept below the critical ﬂux because
no severe membrane fouling at this stage occurs. The critical
ﬂux is determined experimentally at different levels of vibration
frequency and amplitude as described in Section 3.
3. Material and methods
3.1. Experimental apparatus
A sketch of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.
The membrane module with a total membrane area of
256 cm2 is composed of 12 cm long hollow ﬁbers, ﬁxed in par-
allel between a steel plate in the bottom of the module and a
permeate gap in the top. The ﬁbers are closed in the bottom ends
with silicon glue and are open in the top into the permeate gap.
To prevent breakage caused by the vibrations a ﬂexible sealing
consisting of silicone tubes where placed as a transition between
the ﬁber ends and the steel plate in the bottom and the entrance
into the permeate gap in the top. The hollow ﬁbers supplied
by X-Flow were made of polyethersulfone (PES) with the skin
layer on the outer surface and a nominal pore size of 0.45m.
The steel plate in the bottom and the permeate gap were ﬁxed
to a hollow steel rod, which was extended through the top of
the cylindrical acrylic module vessel to connect with a “rota-
tion head” ﬁxed to an electro motor. Rotation of the rotation
head hereby induced perpendicular movement of the membrane
module, which was kept in contact with the rotation head by a
strong spring. Three different rotation heads were used which
corresponded to three levels of vibration amplitudes; 0.2, 0.7
and 1.175mm (the peak-to-peak amplitude is twice as big). By
changing the rotation speed of the rotation head, the frequency
of the vibrations could be adjusted between 0 and 30Hz. A cav-
ity for positioning the steel rod was placed in the bottom of the
module vessel to direct the vibrations of the module in the ver-
tical direction. The upper ends of the ﬁbers were open into a
permeate gap connected through the hollow rod to a progress-
ing cavity pump (Seepex M120-0, Seeberger, Germany). This
permeate pump sucked permeate through the hollow ﬁbers via
the permeate gap and the hollow rod to the beaker placed on
the electronic scale. Transmembrane pressure was measured as
the differences between permeate and module headspace pres-
sure using a pressure transducer (RS 286-692, RS-components,
USA) linked to the PC. With this pressure transducer it was pos-
sible to detect variation in the transmembrane pressure in the
order of a few ×105 mPa (mbars). Mass ﬂow of permeate was
measured and collected on a scale (Mettler PJ3000, Switzerland)
connected to the PC. Feed solution was circulated from the feed
tank via a gear pump (Micropump F5734, USA) to the intake at
the bottom of the module vessel and then returned to the feed
tank from the top of the module vessel.
3.2. Yeast suspensions
Bakers yeast suspensions were used as ﬁltration ﬂuids. The
motive for choosing this media is the widespread use of bak-
Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus.
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Table 1
Critical ﬂuxes obtained for different amplitudes and frequencies
Experiment
number
Freq. (Hz) Amp. (mm) Critical ﬂux
(L/(m2 × h))
Flux improvement (%) Time mean avg. surface shear
rate (1/s) using Eq. (5)
Y1 5 0.2 16 0 22
Y2 30 0.2 36 125 330
Y3 5 1.175 29 81 132
Y4 30 1.175 68 325 1936
Y5 5 0.7 29 81 78
Y6 30 0.7 50 213 1154
Y7 17.5 0.2 42 163 147
Y8 17.5 1.175 45 181 863
Y9 17.5 0.7 39 144 514
Y10 17.5 0.7 42 163 514
Y11 17.5 0.7 41 156 514
Experiment Y9 is repeated in experiment Y10 and Y11. Corresponding avg. surface shear rate in the last column.
ers yeast in the biotechnology industry, its easy availability
and the large amount of studies done with the microﬁltration
of this media. Yeast cell suspensions with dry weight 5 g/L
were prepared by using commercially available wet cake bak-
ers yeast (Malteserkors Gær, Danisco, Denmark) suspended in
1mM phosphate buffer and 1 g/L of bacteriological peptone.
The average dry weight content of the wet yeast is 27% with
small variations (±1%).
3.3. Experimental procedure
The vibration frequency and amplitude determines the aver-
age surface shear rate. These two parameters were investigated
at three levels each. The experimental plan consisted of 11 ﬁltra-
tions with different combinations of amplitude (three levels) and
frequencies (three levels) in random order according to Table 1.
Between each ﬁltration the cleanwater ﬂuxwas 100% recovered
by cleaning themembranewith a base solution of 1% (Divos 124
from Scan Diversey) and a 0.1% solution of hydrogen peroxide.
In order to ﬁnd the critical ﬂux the permeate ﬂux was con-
trolled in steps according to a computer program. The step height
is approximately 4 L/(h×m2) and the step length is 3min. The
ﬂux is increased two steps for 3min and then reduced one step
for 3min, which is sketched in Fig. 3.
The step height and step length is easily changed in the soft-
ware program code. This procedure was repeated throughout
the ﬁltration. The transmembrane pressure and permeate ﬂux
Fig. 3. Sketch of the computer controlled ﬂux as a function of time.
was logged every 0.5 s. The critical ﬂux (Jp,crit) was identi-
ﬁed as the maximum permeate ﬂux where P/t was less than
2× 105 mPa/step (2mbar/step) and TMP was recovered when
returning to the last tested permeate ﬂux (one step back). This
procedure is similar to a procedure, described by Espinasse et
al. [10], to determine critical ﬂuxes in ultraﬁltration except that
Espinasse keeps the pressure constant and measures the corre-
sponding ﬂux.
A 4.5 h test ﬁltration was also conducted to test the long-term
performance of the system when operating below the critical
ﬂux. The test ﬁltration was conducted with another membrane
module consisting of 54 hollow ﬁbers with a total membrane
area of 488 cm2. The ﬁbers were made of PES with a minimum
and maximum pore size of 0.36 and 0.5m. The frequency and
amplitude was set to 25Hz and 0.7mm, and the feed cross-ﬂow
velocity was adjusted to 0.91 cm/s. In all experiments, the ﬂuid
level in the feed tank was kept constant by continually ﬁlling up
with water.
4. Results and discussion
Asdescribed earlier, 11ﬁltrationswere carried out at different
degrees of vibration frequency and amplitude. In each experi-
ment, the ﬂux was increased stepwise as sketched in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 4, the ﬂux and TMP as a function of time is shown for
experiment Y4 at 30Hz and 1.175mm amplitude. It was not
possible to go beyond 30Hz and 1.175mm amplitude because
Fig. 4. The stepwise ﬂux increase and corresponding TMP as a function of
time for experiment Y4. Frequency = 30Hz and amplitude = 1.175mm. Yeast
concentration = 5 g/L.
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of the mechanical limitations of the system. Increased degree of
vibration would have broken the apparatus.
The critical ﬂux is identiﬁed as the maximum permeate ﬂux
where P/t is less than 2× 105 mPa/step (2mbar/step) and
TMP is recovered when returning to the last tested permeate
ﬂux (one step back). For experiment Y4, the critical ﬂux is
68 L/(m2 × h). As seen in Fig. 4, the TMP is very low. The step
height used in these experiments is approximately 4 L/(m2 × h),
which of course yield an uncertainty in the determined criti-
cal ﬂuxes. The critical ﬂux will never be estimated too high,
but there is a possibility of under predicting the critical ﬂux by
4 L/(m2 × h). These uncertainties can be reduced by lowering
the step height in future experiments.
The kinematic viscosity used to calculate the shear rate is set
to 10−6 m2/s, which equals the kinematic viscosity of pure water
at 25 ◦C. The calculated average surface shear rate Eq. (5) for
each ﬁltration is shown in Table 1 together with the measured
critical ﬂux values.
In Fig. 5, the critical ﬂuxes are depicted as a function of the
average surface shear rate in a log–log graph. The effect of the
shear rate is clearly seen as the critical ﬂux is increased 325%
when going from the minimum frequency and amplitude to the
maximum (see Table 1). Each point in Fig. 5 is associated with
an error bar of +4 L/(m2 × h) to indicate the possibility of under
predicting the critical ﬂuxes (these error bars are hardly seen
at the larger values because of the logarithmic scale). In com-
parison data from ﬁltrations of 5 g/L bakers yeast suspensions
done with a similar system [8] is show as well. A power func-
tion is chosen to describe the critical ﬂux as a function of the
average surface shear rate. This is done because such a function
describes most of the variation in the measured critical ﬂuxes.
The r2-value is around 0.88 which means, that the expression
Jp,crit = 8.22(γ¯s)0.26 (6)
explains 88% of the variation in the measured critical ﬂuxes. It
has to be noted, that the parameters 8.22 and 0.26 are asso-
ciated with uncertainties because of the used step height as
discussed earlier, and that the standard deviation of the correla-
tion is 5.2 L/(m2 × h). The standard deviation is calculated as the
square root of the mean square error based on the 11 measured
Fig. 5. Log–log plot of the critical ﬂux as a function of the time mean average
surface shear rate. Error bars of +4 L/(m2 × h) are associated with each point.
Data from reference [8] is show as well.
critical ﬂuxes [11]. This relatively high standard deviation is due
to the earlier mentioned uncertainties in determining the critical
ﬂux because of the relatively high step height, and because of
the relatively few data points. Another explanation for some of
the uncertainties is that even though the membrane module is
directed in the vertical direction by the cavity in the bottomof the
module cylinder, smallmovements of the ﬁbers in the y-direction
perpendicular to the ﬁber direction was observed. These small
oscillations in the y-direction are neglected in the calculation of
the surface shear rate as they would complicate the derivation
of the equation for the velocity ﬁeld in the z-direction Eq. (2).
The oscillation in the y-direction might inﬂuence the value of
the surface shear rate and thus the parameters in Eq. (6) and the
standard deviation.
Other researchers have reported similar correlations asEq. (6)
between ﬂux and surface shear rate for other dynamic ﬁltration
systems [4,5,12,13,14], although these systems are operated in
fundamentally different ways. In those systems, the pressure
is kept constant and the corresponding ﬂux is measured. Their
operation pressures are typically one order of magnitude higher
and the surface shear rate is typically two orders of magnitude
higher than for this apparatus. In Fig. 5 results from similar
experiments with another vibration hollow ﬁber module [8] is
show as well. These results are in the same order of magnitude
as our results. At low shear rate values the critical ﬂuxes are a
bit smaller which could be due to the fact that the pore size of
the hollow ﬁber membranes is only 0.2m. At the larger values
of the shear rate Genkin et al. [8] have measured critical ﬂuxes
of all most the same values as our results. The fact that Genkin
et al. [8] operates at much smaller frequencies (0–10Hz) and
a much larger peak-to-peak amplitude (40mm) shows that the
shear rate (combination of frequency and amplitude) rater than
the individual terms determines the critical ﬂux according to
Eqs. (4) and (5).
In Figs. 6 and 7, the critical ﬂuxes are depicted versus the
frequency and amplitude, respectively.
The general trend is that both increasing frequency and ampli-
tude increases the critical ﬂux. This is also expected as these
variables both increase the surface shear rate as seen in Eq. (4),
but Figs. 6 and 7 also shows the earlier mentioned uncertainties
Fig. 6. Critical ﬂux as a function of the amplitude for the three levels of vibration
frequency.
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Fig. 7. Critical ﬂux as a function of the frequency for the three levels of vibration
amplitude.
in critical ﬂuxes. This is seen as the “17.5Hz curve” in Fig. 6
and the “0.2mm curve” in Fig. 7 seems not to ﬁt well with Eq.
(6). The shear rate is proportional to the frequency raised to
the power of 3/2 and to the amplitude raised to the power of
1 (γs ∝ f3/2amp), which is seen in Eq. (4). This means that by
increasing the frequency by a factor of 6 (30Hz/5Hz = 6) the
shear rate increases more than when the amplitude is increased
by a factor of 6 (1.175mm/0.2mm∼ 6). Thus, the critical ﬂux
should increase more when the frequency is raised by a factor
of 6, than when the amplitude is increased by a factor of 6. That
actually seems to be the case as the average distance between
the “5Hz curve” and “30Hz curve” in Fig. 6 seems to be larger
than the average distance between the “0.2mm curve” and the
“1.175mmcurve inFig. 7 (alsowhen the earlier discussed uncer-
tainties are taken into account).
The effect of the enhanced shear rate is visualized in Fig. 8.
After ended ﬁltration, the module is clearly heavily fouled at the
low degree of vibration whereas the module seems to be kept
free of fouling when the ﬁltration have been carried out at a high
degree of vibration.
A 4.5 h test ﬁltration was conducted in order to show that the
system is capable of operating with a constant ﬂux and TMP
below the critical ﬂux. The ﬂux and TMP data vs. time is show
in Fig. 9.
The test ﬁltration was conducted with another membrane
module consisting of 54 hollow PES ﬁbers and a total membrane
area of 488 cm2. The frequency and amplitude was adjusted
to 25Hz and 0.7mm, and the ﬁltration ﬂuid yeast concentra-
tion was 4 g/L dry weight. The feed cross-ﬂow velocity in the
module was adjusted to 0.91 cm/s. Initially, the critical ﬂux at
these conditions was measured to 15 L/(m2 × h) according to
the earlier described method. This relatively small value (com-
pared to the earlier presented data) shows that this module has
Fig. 8. Photography of the membrane module after ﬁltration. On the left with a vibration of 30Hz and 1.175mm amplitude and on the right with a vibration of 5Hz
and 0.2mm amplitude.
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Fig. 9. TMP and Flux vs. time in a long-term test ﬁltration of a bakers yeast sus-
pension (4 g/L dry weight). Frequency = 25Hz and amplitude = 0.7mm.Module
feed cross-ﬂow velocity = 0.91 cm/s. The critical ﬂux (15 L/(m2 × h)) is marked
with an arrow.
a smaller permeability than the module used to collect the data
in Table 1. In Fig. 9, it is seen that when the ﬂux is kept below
the critical ﬂux it is possible to ﬁltrate for a long time (here
4.5 h) with a very low cross-ﬂow velocity (0.91 cm/s) and with
a very low constant transmembrane pressure (∼30× 105 mPa
(∼30mbar)). The constant values of ﬂux and TMP result in a
constant membrane permeability. After 4.5 h, the ﬂuxwas raised
above the critical ﬂux to 25 L/(m2 × h) and the TMP started
to continually increase, resulting in a continually permeability
decrease. After 5 h, the ﬂux was further raised to 45 L/(m2 × h)
resulting in both a continually ﬂux decrease and a TMP increase.
5. Conclusion
A novel dynamic microﬁltration system has been presented.
Filtration tests of bakers yeast suspensions showed that it is pos-
sible to ﬁltrate with a very low transmembrane pressure. An
equation for calculating the membrane surface shear rate is pre-
sented which makes it possible to calculate the average surface
shear rate at the different degrees of vibration frequency and
amplitude at which the critical ﬂuxes are measured. When ﬁltra-
tion at maximum vibration frequency and amplitude the critical
ﬂux is improved 325% compared to the critical ﬂux measured
at minimum frequency and amplitude. From the corresponding
values of the critical ﬂuxes and average surface shear rates it is
suggested that the critical ﬂux increases as a power functionwith
respect to the average membrane surface shear rate. This type
of function is able to explain 88% of the variation in the mea-
sured critical ﬂuxes. It is also shown that the system is capable
of operating for a long time below the critical ﬂux with a very
low and constant TMP and at a very low module feed cross-ﬂow
velocity.
To summarize the work, it is advantageous to operate at
enhanced surface shear rate to get the highest possible crit-
ical ﬂux, which is achieved at high vibration frequency and
amplitude. By operating below the critical ﬂux, the fouling prob-
lems are strongly reduced. At this stage, the permeability of the
membrane is kept constant whereas the permeability continually
decreases when the ﬂux raised above the critical ﬂux.
Nomenclature
amp vibration amplitude (mm)
f vibration frequency (Hz) = (1/s)
Jp,crit critical ﬂux of permeate (L/(m2 × h))
t time (s)
vj velocity component in one of the directions j= x,
y, z (m/s)
v0 amplitude of velocity (v0 = amp×ω) (m/s)
x, y, z directions/distances in a Cartesian coordinate
system (m)
Greek letters
γ shear rate (1/s)
γs membrane surface shear rate (1/s)
γ¯s time mean average surface shear rate (1/s)
ν kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
ω angular frequency (ω = 2×π × f) (1/s)
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Abstract
In thiswork it is shown that the vibratingmicroﬁltration hollowﬁbermembranemodule is able to separatemacromolecules (the enzymeFungamyl
produced by Novozymes A/S) from bakers yeast suspensions at a very low transmembrane pressure, at a very low cross-ﬂow velocity and with
a high enzyme transmission. The critical ﬂux is determined at different degrees of module vibration. The critical ﬂux increases as the vibration
frequency and amplitude is increased. The correlations between the critical ﬂux and the average membrane surface shear rate are found. For a pure
1% Fungamyl solution the correlation is Jcrit = 2.10(γ¯s)0.38, and for a 1% Fungamyl solution with 5 g/l suspended bakers yeast the correlation is
Jcrit = 1.79(γ¯s)0.32. These correlations are compared to the correlation Jcrit = 8.22(γ¯s)0.26 from ﬁltrations of 19 g/l bakers yeast suspensions from
an earlier study with the same apparatus. The powers to which the shear rate is raised are all around the same value (around 1/3) and describe the
degree of dependency between the critical ﬂux and the average surface shear rate. The term multiplied to the shear rate depends on the feed ﬂuid
composition. Below the critical ﬂux high enzyme transmission is observed whereas above the critical ﬂux the transmission decreases dramatically
as the fouling resistance increases.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Shear-enhanced ﬁltration; Critical ﬂux; Surface shear rate; Enzyme transmission; Vibrating microﬁltration
1. Introduction
Severe membrane fouling often decreases the ﬂux dramati-
cally compared to the clean water ﬂux in membrane separation
of macromolecules from cellular suspensions. In microﬁltration
of protein solutions the membrane fouling mostly consists of: (i)
a monolayer of macromolecules adsorbed to the pore walls and
to the membrane surface and (ii) deposition of macromolecules
and other feed stream components on the adsorbed monolayer.
Denaturated and aggregated macromolecules may also stick to
the membrane and act as sites for further fouling buildup [1].
The buildup of such a fouling layer may lead to the formation
of a protein gel-layer on the membrane surface which turns the
membrane into an ultraﬁltration membrane with a much lower
permeability [2]. High frequency back ﬂushing [3] is a way to
avoid severe membrane fouling. The destabilization of the foul-
ing layer causes a steady state concentration proﬁle never to
be reached which makes the method useful in reducing mem-
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 4525 2946; fax: +45 4588 2258.
E-mail address: gj@kt.dtu.dk (G. Jonsson).
brane fouling. Another way to reduce the extent to which the
fouling layer is established is to increasing the shear rate on
the membrane surface. In conventional cross-ﬂow microﬁltra-
tion this is done by passing the feed ﬂuid and the permeate
along the membrane at both sides at a high cross-ﬂow velocity.
In this way the shear rate at the membrane surface is high and
the transmembrane pressure (TMP) is kept low and uniform.
The disadvantage of this procedure is the high pumping costs
due to the high pressure drops at both sides of the membrane.
The idea in dynamic microﬁltration is to decouple the connec-
tion between high cross-ﬂow velocity and high surface shear
rate. By creating a relative motion between the membrane and
the feed ﬂuid the surface shear rate can be enhanced, and the
cross-ﬂow velocity can be kept low. The low cross-ﬂow velocity
keeps the TMP at a low level, which is important in order to
avoid a fast establishing and compact fouling layer. Guerra et al.
[4] have shown that above a certain TMP the ﬂux decreases due
to the formation of a fouling layer in microﬁltration of skim
milk. This emphasized the importance of maintaining a low
TMP. Different dynamic microﬁltration systems, some efﬁcient
in the recovery of macromolecules from fermentation broths,
have been reported in the literature. The rotation disk system
1383-5866/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.seppur.2006.06.019
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Nomenclature
a constant
amp vibration amplitude (mm)
f vibration frequency (Hz) = (s−1)
J permeate ﬂux (l/m2 h)
Jcrit critical ﬂux of permeate (l/m2 h)
n constant
P pressure, P=TMP (mbar)
Rf fouling resistance (m−1)
Rm membrane resistance (m−1)
t time (s)
TMP transmembrane pressure (mbar)
vz velocity in the z-direction (m/s)
v0 amplitude of velocity (v0 = ampω) (m/s)
x, y, z directions/distances in aCartesian coordinate sys-
tem (m)
Greek symbols
γs membrane surface shear rate (s−1)
γ¯s average surface shear rate (s−1)
η dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
ν kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
ω angular frequency (ω = 2πf) (s−1)
consists of a disk rotating close to the membrane surface. The
rotations create the necessary surface shear rate in order to
reduce fouling problems [5,6]. Vibrations of the membrane can
also induce the necessary surface shear rate in order to oper-
ate at a low cross-ﬂow velocity. Vibrating membrane systems
have been described and tested by different authors [6–10]. The
vibrating hollow ﬁber membrane module is a novel dynamic
microﬁltration system described byBeier et al. [11]. The vertical
oscillating motion of the membrane module induces the neces-
sary surface shear rate, making it possible to ﬁltrate at a very low
cross-ﬂowvelocity,with a very lowTMPandwith a high enzyme
transmission.
In this work the vibrating hollow ﬁber membrane module
is tested in separation of a commercially available enzyme
(Fungamyl from Novozymes A/S) from bakers yeast suspen-
sions. A similar system is tested and described by Genkin et
al. [12]. It has earlier been shown [11] that the system is efﬁ-
cient in the ﬁltration of bakers yeast suspensions in a long
term operational mode, but in this study also transmission of
enzymes through the membrane is investigated. The purpose
of this work is to show that the system is also capable of han-
dling content of macromolecules in the feed stream and still
be able to operate at a low TMP and with a high enzyme
transmission. The ﬁltration results are evaluated by using the
critical ﬂux concept formulated by Field et al. [13]. It is inves-
tigated how the critical ﬂux depends on the average surface
shear rate and the feed stream composition. The resistance to
mass transport through the membrane caused by membrane
fouling and the enzyme transmission is also evaluated and
discussed.
2. Theory
2.1. Calculation of surface shear rate
The membrane module consists of hollow ﬁbers placed par-
allel vertically in a plastic cylinder. The feed stream is led to the
vibrating module on the outside of the membrane ﬁbers. The
vibration frequency and amplitude can be varied independently.
The shear rate at the surfaces of the ﬁbers is deﬁned as the deriva-
tive of the velocity component along the membrane surface with
respect to the length perpendicular to the membrane surface:
γs = dvzdy (1)
The coordinate system is orientated so that the z-axis is ori-
entated in the same direction as the ﬂow along the ﬁbers and
the y-axis is orientated perpendicular to the membrane sur-
face with y= 0 at the surface. The x-axis is a tangent to the
surface perpendicular to the z- and y-axis. Very close to the
surface the membrane is almost plane which makes the use of
Cartesian coordinates acceptable. This simpliﬁes the calcula-
tions and equations. The velocity component in the z-direction
for laminar ﬂow is found by solving the Navier–Stokes equation
of motion, and the surface shear rate is calculated according
to Eq. (1). This has been done by Beier et al. [11] and the






[sin(ωt) − cos(ωt)] (2)
The angular frequency is denoted ω (ω = 2πf), and the vibra-
tion frequency is denoted f. The velocity amplitude is denoted
v0 (v0 = ampω), and the amplitude is denoted amp. A time
mean average of the numerical value of the oscillating shear
rate is used as a value for the surface shear rate [11]:
γ¯s =
∑1000
i=0 |γs(t = i/1000)|
1000
(3)
In this equation the numerical value of the shear rate (from Eq.
(2)) at times from t= 0 to 1 s at intervals of 1/1000 s are sum-
marized and divided by 1000 to get a time mean average of the
shear rate.
2.2. Calculation of fouling resistance
The total resistance towardsmass transport through themem-
brane can be divided into sub-resistances. One sub-resistance
is the membrane resistance (Rm) and all other contributions to
the total resistance can be gathered as the fouling resistance
(Rf). The membrane resistance is determined from water ﬂux
experiments whereas the fouling resistance can be calculated
from ﬂux and TMP data according to the following equation
[14]:
J = P
η(Rm + Rf) (4)
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2.3. Critical ﬂux concept
The critical ﬂux concept is used to evaluate the ﬁltration per-
formance. The critical ﬂux hypothesis for microﬁltration is that
on start-up there exists a ﬂux below which a decline of ﬂux with
time does not occur; above it fouling is observed. This ﬂux is
the critical ﬂux and its value depends on the hydrodynamics and
probably other variables [13]. The critical ﬂux concept implies
that it is possible tomaintain a constant ﬂux and constant TMP as
long as the constant ﬂux is kept below the critical ﬂux because
no severe membrane fouling at this stage occurs. The critical
ﬂux is determined experimentally at different levels of vibration
frequency and amplitude.
3. Materials and methods
3.1. Experimental apparatus
The experimental apparatus have been described in details
earlier [11]. A sketch of the experimental apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1.
The membrane module with a total membrane area of
488 cm2 is composed of 54 hollowﬁberswith a length of 12.5 cm
and a diameter of 2.3mm ﬁxed in parallel between a steel plate
in the bottom of the module and a permeate gap in the top. An
earlier study of the system was done with another membrane
module with an area of only 256 cm2 [11]. The ﬁbers are closed
in the bottom ends with silicone glue and are open in the top into
the permeate gap. To prevent breakage caused by the vibrations
a ﬂexible sealing consisting of silicone tubes where placed as a
transition between the ﬁber ends and the steel plate in the bottom
and the entrance into the permeate gap in the top. The hollow
ﬁbers supplied by X-ﬂow are made of polyethersulfone (PES)
with the skin layer on the outer surface and a minimum and
maximum pore size of 0.36 and 0.5m, respectively. The clean
water permeability of these membrane ﬁbers at 25 ◦C were mea-
sured to 2150 l/m2 h bar. A scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)
picture of the membrane surface and of a cross-sectional cut is
seen in Fig. 2. On the right side the compact skin layer on the
outside is visually easily distinguished from themuchmore open
support structure inside the ﬁber.
The steel plate in the bottom and the permeate gap are ﬁxed
to a hollow steel rod, which was extended through the top of
the cylindrical acrylic module vessel to connect with a “rota-
tion head” ﬁxed to an electro motor. Rotations of the rotation
head hereby induced perpendicular movement of the membrane
module, which was kept in contact with the rotation head by a
strong spring. Three different rotation heads were used which
corresponds to three levels of vibration amplitudes: 0.2, 0.7 and
1.175mm(the peak to peak amplitude is twice as big). By chang-
ing the rotation speed of the rotation head, the frequency of
the vibrations was adjusted between 5 and 25Hz. A cavity for
positioning the steel rod was placed in the bottom of the mod-
ule vessel to direct the vibrations of the module in the vertical
direction. The upper ends of the ﬁbers were open into a per-
meate gap connected through the hollow rod to a progressive
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus.
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Fig. 2. SEM pictures of the PES hollow ﬁber membrane with the skin layer outside. On the left a close-up of the surface is seen. On the right a cross-sectional cut is
seen.
cavity pump (Seepex M120-0, Seeberger, Germany). This per-
meate pump sucked permeate through the hollow ﬁbers via the
permeate gap and the hollow rod to the beaker placed on the elec-
tronic scale. Transmembrane pressure (TMP) was measured as
the difference between permeate and module headspace pres-
sure using a pressure transducer (RS 286-692, RS-components,
USA) linked to the PC. With this pressure transducer it was pos-
sible to detect variation in the transmembrane pressure in the
order of a few mbar. Mass ﬂow of permeate was measured and
collected on a scale (Mettler PJ3000, Switzerland) connected to
the PC before it manually was returned to the thermostatic feed
tank. Feed solution was circulated from the feed tank via a gear
pump (Micropump F5734, USA) to the intake at the bottom of
the module vessel and then returned to the feed tank from the
top of the module vessel.
3.2. Feed ﬂuids
Two types of feed ﬂuids were used as ﬁltration ﬂuids. The
ﬁrst type of ﬁltration ﬂuid consisted of a pure aqueous solution
of the enzyme Fungamyl (produced by Novozymes A/S). The
-amylase Fungamyl is for example used in the baking industry
as an oxidation agent. The enzyme concentration was in most
cases 1%, but experimentswith 0.5%and 2%solutionswere also
carried out. The second type of ﬁltration ﬂuid consisted of both
Fungamyl and suspended wet cake bakers yeast (Malteserkors
Gær, Danisco, Denmark). The average dry weight content of the
wet yeast is 27%with small variations (±1%).Most experiments
were done with 5 g/l of wet bakers yeast. Experiments with 2.5
and 10 g/l of wet bakers yeast were also carried out. Table 1
gives an overview of the different feed ﬂuids.
3.3. Experimental procedure
For feed ﬂuids containing 1% Fungamyl with and without
suspended yeast (5 g/l) the critical ﬂux was determined at differ-
ent levels of vibration frequency and amplitude. The frequency
and amplitude were adjusted between 5 and 25Hz and 0.2, 0.7
and1.175mm, respectively.Because ofmechanical limitations it
was not possible to raise the frequency further. For these experi-
ments the Fungamyl concentration in the bulk solution and in the
permeate was determined byUV spectroscopy of small samples.
This was done in order to determine the Fungamyl transmission,
which was calculated as the ratio between the concentration in
the permeate and in the bulk. Additional ﬁltrations at a ﬁxed fre-
quency of 25Hz and an amplitude of 0.7mm were also carried
out with enzyme concentrations of 0.5% and 2% and with yeast
contents of 2.5 and 10 g/l. In all these ﬁltrations a very low feed
cross-ﬂow velocity of 0.91 cm/s was used. The last ﬁltration was
done with a cross-ﬂow velocity of 1.83 cm/s (∼100% increase)
for a 1% enzymes and 5 g/l yeast feed ﬂuid at 25Hz and 0.7mm
amplitude. In Table 1 an overview of the different ﬁltrations is
given.
As described in details elsewhere [11] the ﬂux was stepwise
increased (two steps forward and one step backward) by a pro-
gressive pump controlled by a PC. The duration of each step
(step length) was in these experiments adjusted to 4min, and the
step height was adjusted to 3 l/m2 h which of course gives raise
to uncertainties in the measured critical ﬂuxes in that order of
magnitude. The critical ﬂux (Jcrit) is identiﬁed as the maximum
permeate ﬂux where P/t is less than 2mbar/step (2mbar
over 4min) and TMP is recovered when returning to the last
tested permeate ﬂux (one step back). This method is similar to
Table 1
Overview of the experimental work
Feed composition Varied parameters Fixed parameters Transmission
measured
1% Fungamyl Frequency [5, 15, 25]Hz; amplitude [0.2, 0.7, 1.175]mm Cross-ﬂow velocity +1% Fungamyl + 5 g/l yeast +
1% Fungamyl + yeast Yeast content [2.5, 5, 10] g/l
Frequency 25Hz; amplitude 0.7mm
–
Fungamyl + 5 g/l yeast Fungamyl concentration [0.5, 1, 2]% –
1% Fungamyl + 5 g/l yeast Cross-ﬂow velocity [0.91, 1.83] cm/s –
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the method used to determine the critical ﬂux in ultraﬁltration
described by Espinasse et al. [15]. Some of the ﬁltrations were
continued until a maximum ﬂux was reached. This was done
in order to investigate the fouling resistance and enzyme trans-
mission above the critical ﬂux. Between each ﬁltration the clean
water ﬂux was 100% recovered by cleaning the membrane sys-
tem with a 0.5% solution of P3-ultrasil 67.
4. Results and discussion
In the ﬁrst experimental run 1% solutions of Fungamyl were
ﬁltrated with and without suspended bakers yeast (5 g/l) at dif-
ferent levels of vibration frequency and amplitude.
In Fig. 3 data for one of the ﬁltrations is shown. The step-
wise increased ﬂux as well as the very low level of the TMP is
seen. The critical ﬂux (Jcrit) is identiﬁed as the maximum per-
meate ﬂux where P/t is less than 2mbar/step and TMP is
recovered when returning to the last tested permeate ﬂux (one
step back). For the ﬁltration shown in Fig. 3 the critical ﬂux is
16 l/m2 h, and it is seen that the ﬁltration was continued way
above the critical ﬂux in order to investigate the system in this
condition.
In an earlier study of the vibrating hollow ﬁber membrane
module [11] ﬁltrations of bakers yeast suspensions (yeast dry
weigh of 5 g/l corresponding to wet cake bakers yeast content of
19 g/l) were ﬁltrated at the same levels of amplitude and at fre-
quencies between 5 and 30Hz. Results from that study together
with the critical ﬂux results from this study are depicted in a
log–log plot in Fig. 4.
The intention of using a log–log coordinate system is to show
that the experimental data suits an expression of the following
kind:
Jcrit = a(γ¯s)n (5)
Similar correlations between ﬂux and surface shear rate for other
dynamic microﬁltration systems have been reported in the liter-
ature [6–10]. As seen in Fig. 4 the three series of ﬁltrations ﬁts
a power function (as Eq. (5)) well. The standard deviation, cal-
culated as the square root of the mean square error [16], for the
yeast suspension experiments is 5.2 l/m2 h whereas the standard
Fig. 3. Flux and TMP vs. time. Filtration of 1% Fungamyl solution with sus-
pended yeast 5 g/l. Vibration frequency = 25Hz. Vibration amplitude = 0.7mm.
Fig. 4. Critical ﬂux vs. average surface shear rate for: (i) 19 g/l yeast suspensions
[11], (ii) 1% Fungamyl solutions and (iii) 1% Fungamyl solutions with 5 g/l
yeast.
deviation for the pure Fungamyl experiments and the Fungamyl
and yeast experiments is 2.5 and 1.0 l/m2 h, respectively. The
smaller standard deviation for the Fungamyl containing experi-
ments is properly due to smaller step height (3 l/m2 h) compared
to the step height of 4 l/m2 h [11] used in the pure yeast experi-
ments. Power functions of the kind in Eq. (5) are able to explain
most of the variation in the measured critical ﬂuxes compared
to other kind of functions. It is further seen that the constant n
in Eq. (5) is nearly the same (around 1/3) for the three ﬁltration
series, which indicates that the constant n is independent of the
feed composition and only describes the average surface shear
rate dependency on the critical ﬂux.
The factor of 1/3 is actually the same as theoretically derived
by Belfort et al. [17] for cross-ﬂow microﬁltration, where the
feed is composed of non-adhesive spherical particleswhich form
a cake layer on the membrane surface. The reason that our “n-
value” is close to the theoretical value from Belfort et al. [17]
might be, that the theoretical value is derived from laminar ﬂow
theory. This is consistent with the low ﬂow velocity in the mod-
ule cylinder. The transportmechanism described byBelfort et al.
is Brownian diffusion where the cake layer dominates the total
resistance towards mass transport. It should be noted that the
Brownian diffusion correlation derived by Belfort et al., under-
predicts the actual ﬂuxes by an order of magnitude or more, and
therefore the correlations derived by Belfort et al. will not be
used further in this study.
The constant a in Eq. (5) is different in the three ﬁltration
series. This constant depends on the feed ﬂuid composition. It
is seen that macromolecular content and suspended yeast in the
feed decrease the critical ﬂux. The fact that the highest critical
ﬂuxes are measured for the feed without macromolecules but
with high yeast content indicates that the macromolecular con-
tent inﬂuences the critical ﬂux to a larger extent than the yeast
content. It is generally accepted thatmacromolecular content has
severe impact on microﬁltration performance [1,2,17]. This was
further investigated by evaluating the fouling resistance towards
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Fig. 5. Fouling resistance vs. ﬂux for constant Fungamyl concentration (1%)
and varying yeast content. Vibration frequency = 25Hz. Vibration ampli-
tude = 0.7mm.
mass transport through the membrane as a function of the step-
wise increased ﬂux.
In Figs. 5 and 6 the fouling resistances (calculated according
to Eq. (4)) are depicted as functions of the stepwise increased
ﬂux. In all cases the fouling resistance at low ﬂuxes is almost
constant and at a low level showing that at this stage the critical
ﬂux is not exceeded. The difference in fouling resistance seen in
Figs. 5 and6 at these lowvalues is properly due to uncertainties in
the very small values of themeasuredTMP. In the initial stage the
membrane fouling is probably only composed of a monolayer
of adsorbed Fungamyl molecules on the membrane surface and
on the pore walls. Such a strong bounded adsorbed monolayer,
which is very often seen in microﬁltration of macromolecules,
only results in a very small decrease in permeability and thus a
small increase of resistance [1,17]. When the fouling resistance
starts to increase the critical ﬂux has been exceeded. In Fig. 5 it
is seen that the varying yeast content (four times increase; from
2.5 to 10 g/l) does not inﬂuence the fouling resistance curves as
much at the varying Fungamyl content (also four times increase;
from 0.5% to 2%) depicted in Fig. 6. This might indicate that
Fig. 6. Fouling resistance vs. ﬂux for constant yeast content (5 g/l) and vary-
ing Fungamyl concentration. Vibration frequency = 25Hz. Vibration ampli-
tude = 0.7mm.
the Fungamyl content inﬂuences the critical ﬂux more than the
yeast cell content. This could be due to the fact that the yeast cells
are not able to enter the membrane pores because of the size,
whereas themacromolecules can enter themembrane and adsorb
to the pore walls as well as the membrane surface. Furthermore
the larger particles on the surface occupy a larger volume in
the region of high shear rate than the smaller macromolecules.
Thus, the larger particles on the surface are exposed to a larger
lift force away from the membrane surface, which hinder them
more in staying close to the surface than the macromolecules.
Therefore, high yeast content does not inﬂuence the critical ﬂux
and fouling resistance as much as high macromolecular content.
All ﬁltrations were done with a very low cross-ﬂow velocity
of 0.91 cm/s. In the derivation of Eq. (2) [11] it was assumed that
the surface shear rate was only inﬂuenced by the module vibra-
tions and not by the cross-ﬂow velocity. This assumption was
investigated in two similar ﬁltrations with different cross-ﬂow
velocities. In both cases the feed ﬂuid consisted of 1%Fungamyl
and 5 g/l suspended yeast at 25Hz and 0.7mm amplitude. At the
two different cross-ﬂow velocities (0.91 and 1.83 cm/s) a critical
ﬂux of 16 l/m2 h was measured in both cases. This shows that
the cross-ﬂow velocity (at these low values) does not inﬂuence
the value of the critical ﬂux meaning that the assumption in the
derivation of Eq. (2) is acceptable.
For some of the ﬁltrations the transmission of Fungamyl
through the membrane was measured during the ﬁltration (see
Table 1) by UV spectroscopy of small samples of bulk and
permeate solutions. For these experiments the procedure of
increasing the ﬂux stepwise was continued above the critical
ﬂux until a maximum ﬂux was reached and a bit further. This
was done in order to investigate the fouling resistance and trans-
mission of enzymes through the membrane at these conditions.
In Figs. 7 and 8 results from these experiments are shown.
In Figs. 7 and 8 the fouling resistance and enzyme transmis-
sion are depicted versus the stepwise increased ﬂux, which in
these experiments was increased until a certain maximum ﬂux
was reached and a bit further. Only every second ﬂux step is
shown. A maximum ﬂux was reached in all cases, and even
though the pump setting was still increased after the maximum
ﬂux was reached, the ﬂux dropped. This is the reason that the
Fig. 7. Fouling resistance Rf and Fungamyl transmission vs. ﬂux. The constant
membrane resistance Rm is show as well. Filtration of 1% Fungamyl solution
with 5 g/l suspended yeast at two different levels of surface shear rate.
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Fig. 8. Fouling resistance Rf and Fungamyl transmission vs. ﬂux. The constant
membrane resistance Rm is shown as well. Filtration of 1% Fungamyl solution
with and without 5 g/l suspended yeast at a surface shear rate of 684 s−1.
curves “go back”. In Fig. 7 the Fungamyl transmission and the
fouling resistance are depicted as functions of the ﬂux for two
ﬁltrations with 1% Fungamyl and 5 g/l suspended yeast at two
different levels of surface shear rate. The membrane resistance,
which has been determined to 1.67× 1011 m−1 from water ﬂux
experiments and Eq. (4) (with Rf = 0), is shown as well. In
Fig. 8 the fouling resistance and the Fungamyl transmission are
depicted as functions of the ﬂux for ﬁltrations of 1% Fungamyl
solutionswith andwithout suspended yeast at a ﬁxed level of sur-
face shear rate (684 s−1). In all ﬁltrations the fouling resistance
is initially very low and constant showing that the critical ﬂux is
not exceeded. High Fungamyl transmission (>90%) is observed
at this stage. In both Figs. 7 and 8 it is seen, that above the criti-
cal ﬂux the fouling resistance initially increases very slowly and
when approaching themaximumﬂux the increase is very severe.
The point at which the fouling resistance increases strongly is
very dependent on the surface shear rate (which can be seen
as the large distance between the Rf-curves in Fig. 7) and less
dependent on the presence of yeast cells (which can be seen as
the smaller distance between the Rf-curves in Fig. 8). An expla-
nation could be that when the surface shear rate is high the yeast
cells on the surface is exposed to a large lift force away from the
surface because of the velocity gradient, preventing them from
contributing to the buildup of membrane fouling. Therefore, the
presence of yeast cells does not have a large impact on when and
how fast the fouling resistance increases and therefore does not
inﬂuence the maximum ﬂux much. The lift force on the macro-
molecules is much lower because of the much lower molecule
volume compared to the yeast cell volume. Increasing surface
shear rate increases the lift force away from the surface, which
is seen in Fig. 7 where the fouling resistance at the largest shear
rate increases severelymuch later than at the lower shear rate. So
from Figs. 7 and 8 it is seen that the maximum ﬂux is much more
dependent on the surface shear rate than on the presence of yeast
cells. An initial high transmission was generally observed in all
ﬁltrations. At the stage of high transmission a low fouling resis-
tance was observed. This shows that below the critical ﬂux the
fouling resistance is kept low and a high enzyme transmission is
achieved. Actually high enzyme transmission is observed above
the critical ﬂux and in some cases almost until themaximumﬂux
is reached. In all cases the Fungamyl transmission decreases dra-
matically when the fouling resistance increases. An explanation
to this phenomenon could be that when the fouling resistance
increases a Fungamyl gel-layer is established on the surface.
This layer, which eventually turns the membrane into an ultra-
ﬁltration membrane, is impermeable of Fungamyl resulting in
a large decrease in transmission. The established fouling layer
actually in some cases decreased the ﬂux as the TMP (pump
setting) was increased, which make the fouling resistance and
transmission curves “go back” (seen in Figs. 7 and 8). Similar
behavior is described by Guerra et al. [4] in microﬁltration of
skim milk.
A mechanism for the buildup of a gel-layer is proposed by
Jonsson et al. [2] for microﬁltration of BSA solutions. At a
certain point the local shear rate at the pore entrances reaches
a level resulting in denaturation of the BSA molecules. This
leads to aggregation of the macromolecule content and the for-
mation of a gel-layer on the membrane surface. This gel-layer
turns the membrane into an ultraﬁltration membrane with much
larger resistance towards mass transport and very low enzyme
transmission. This means that at a certain ﬂux denaturation of
Fungamyl and gel-layer buildup is unavoidable due to the high
shear rate at the pore entrances. Thus, at every level of surface
shear rate a maximum ﬂux exists. The ﬂux at which the fouling
layer is established is increased by increasing the average sur-
face shear rate because the increased lift force away from the
surface delay the denaturated macromolecules in establishing
a fouling layer. The membrane fouling is delayed by increased
average surface shear rate but not avoided.
5. Conclusion
In this work it has been shown that the vibrating hollow ﬁber
membrane module is able to operate at a very low cross-ﬂow
velocity, with a very low TMP and with a high enzyme trans-
mission in the separation of the enzyme Fungamyl from bakers
yeast suspensions. The critical ﬂux was determined for different
series of ﬁltrations at different degrees of module vibration. The
critical ﬂux increased as the vibration frequency and amplitude
was increased. For all series of ﬁltrations the correlation between
the critical ﬂux and the average surface shear rate showed to be
a power function. The power to which the shear rate is raised,
describes towhich degree the critical ﬂuxdepends on the average
surface shear rate. This power is independent of the feed ﬂuid
composition, whereas the constant term multiplied to the shear
rate describes the dependency on the feed ﬂuid composition. By
evaluating the fouling resistance towardsmass transport through
the membrane, the content of macromolecules rather than the
yeast content in feed ﬂuid seems to determine how fast and to
which degree the membrane ﬁbers are fouled. Below the critical
ﬂux the fouling resistance is low and high enzyme transmis-
sion is observed. Above the critical ﬂux the fouling resistance
initially increased slowly but when approaching the maximum
ﬂux the increase was very severe resulting in a large decrease
of the enzyme transmission. The point, at which the Fungamyl
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transmission decreases, is very dependent on the average sur-
face shear rate and less dependent on the presence of yeast
cells.
To summarize the work, it is advantageous to operate at
enhanced surface shear rate to get the highest possible criti-
cal ﬂux when macromolecules are to be separated from cellular
material. By operating below the critical ﬂux with a very low
feed cross-ﬂow velocity and with a very low TMP the fouling
problems are strongly reduced and high enzyme transmission is
achieved.
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A method to measure the static adsorption on membrane surfaces has been developed and described. The static
adsorption of amylase-F has been measured on two different ultrafiltration membranes, both with a cutoff value of
10 kDa (a PES membrane and the ETNA10PP membrane, which is a surface-modified PVDF membrane). The
adsorption follows the Langmuir adsorption theory. Thus, the static adsorption consists of monolayer coverage and
is expressed both as a permeability drop and an adsorption resistance. From the adsorption isotherms, the maximum
static permeability drops and themaximumstatic adsorption resistances are determined. Themaximumstatic permeability
drop for the hydrophobic PES membrane is 75%, and the maximum static adsorption resistance is 0.014 m2‚h‚bar/L.
The maximum static permeability drop for the hydrophilic surface-modified PVDF membrane (ETNA10PP) is 23%,
and the maximum static adsorption resistance is 0.0046 m2‚h‚bar/L. The difference in maximum static adsorption,
by a factor of around 3, affects the performance during the filtration of a 5 g/L amylase-F solution at 2 bar. The two
membranes behave very similarly during filtration with almost equal fluxes and retentions even though the initial water
permeability of the PES membrane is around 3 times larger than the initial water permeability of the ETNA10PP
membrane. This is mainly attributed to the larger maximum static adsorption of the PES membrane. The permeability
drop during filtration exceeds themaximum static permeability drop, indicating that the buildup layer on themembranes
during filtration exceeds monolayer coverage, which is also seen by the increase in fouling resistance during filtration.
The accumulated layer on the membrane surface can be described as a continually increasing cake-layer thickness,
which is independent of the membrane type. At higher concentrations of enzyme, concentration polarization effects
cannot be neglected. Therefore, stagnant film theory and the osmotic pressure model can describe the relationship
between flux and bulk concentration.
1. Introduction
During ultrafiltration (UF) and microfiltration (MF) of
macromolecular solutions, a severe flux decline is often observed
after a short period of time. The decline is caused by concentration
polarization and foulingon themembrane surface. In the literature,
it is generally accepted that macromolecular content such as
proteins, enzymes, and so forth in the feed solution highly
contributes to the buildup of membrane fouling and thus has a
great impact on the flux decline.1,2 Ultrafiltrationmembranes are
mainly fouled by macromolecules on the membrane surface,
whereas microfiltration membranes are also fouled inside the
porous structure. In general, membrane fouling consists of the
following:
(i) A monolayer of macromolecules is adsorbed to the
membrane surface (bothUF andMFmembranes) and to the pore
walls inside the membrane (MF membranes).
(ii) Macromolecules and other feed stream components are
depositedon the adsorbedmonolayer.Denaturated and aggregated
macromolecules may also stick to the membrane and act as sites
for further fouling buildup.1
The adsorbed monolayer is often tightly bounded to the
membrane and cannot be removed by rinsing with water but
requires chemical cleaning to be removed. Therefore, such a
monolayer is often referred to as being an irreversible adsorbed
monolayer (chemical adsorption). The further deposition of
macromolecules on themonolayer is oftenmore loosely attached,
which in some cases makes it possible to remove by cleaning
withwater. This layer is therefore referred to as being a reversible
fouling layer (physical adsorption).3
Different investigations of the adsorption of proteins and
biomolecules on different surfaces have been published.
The adsorptionof proteins onmembrane surfaces canbe studied
by various methods. The amount of protein adsorbed on
membranes can be determined, for example, by streaming
potential measurements,4 radioactive measurements of isotopi-
cally labeled proteins,5 contact angle determinations,6 SEM
pictures of the membrane surface,7 or simply soaking the
membrane in a protein solution and following the development
of concentration.1,2,8-10 In general, the adsorption in the above
cases can be described by a Langmuir isotherm regardless of
whether it is measured under static or dynamic conditions.
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The adsorption of proteins can be a slow process especially
if the experiment is carried out under static conditions. Bayra-
mogˇlu and co-workers have measured the adsorption of five
different proteins on surface-modified track membranes.6 The
amount of adsorbed protein changes with time. Lysozyme,
cytochrome, and γ-globulin adsorb to the membrane surface,
and after approximately 2 days, the maximum adsorption level
is reached. γ-Globulin has the highest adsorption level, followed
by cytochrome and lysozyme. BSA and ferritin do not adsorb
to themembrane surface at all.6However, adsorption is not always
a slow process. Li and co-workers have measured the static
adsorption of glutamicum onto a polysulphone ultrafiltration
membrane at different ionic strengths and pH values.7 In their
work, the maximum adsorption is reached after just 1 h in all
cases. Furthermore, they found a large influence of ionic strength
and pH on adsorption. Generally, the highest amount of protein
is adsorbed at a pH equal to the proteins’ isoelectric point (pI),
where the electrostatic repulsions between membrane-protein
and protein-protein are at a minimum. If the protein has a net
surface charge, then the amount of adsorbed protein depends on
the charge of themembrane surface. Bayramogˇlu and co-workers
and Li and co-workers6,7 both found that proteins with opposite
surface charge compared to that of themembrane had the strongest
adsorption.
The influence of hydrophilicity on surface adsorption was
studied by Wei and co-workers.5 They have shown that
membranesmade of hydrophobicmaterials such as polysulphone
and polyethersulphone caused severe fouling during the fil-
tration of BSA compared to UF membranes (ETNA01PP and
ETNA10PP) made of more hydrophilic surfaces (e.g., surface-
modified poly(vinylidene fluoride)). However, there are other
considerations to take into account when choosing the proper
membrane for a filtration process. When comparing a 10 kDa
polysulphonemembranewith aETNA10PPmembrane, thewater
permeability of the ETNA10PP membrane is easily restored just
by rinsing with water after filtration with BSA. In contrast, the
polysulphonemembrane requires chemical cleaning beforewater
permeability is restored. However, the filtration rate is higher
using the polysulphone membrane than using the ETNA10PP
membrane, probably because of the higher initial water perme-
ability.5 The retention (selectivity), lifetime, and cleaning needs
are also important parameters to consider when choosing a
membrane for a specific filtration purpose.
Thom et al. investigated how protein adsorption onmembrane
surfaces influences the biocompatibility of these surfaces. They
also found that the amount of protein adsorption decreased with
increasing hydrophilicity. However, the state of the adsorbed
protein seemed to depend on the amphiphilic character of the
surface, showing the lowest degree of protein denaturation when
there was a large difference between the advancing and receding
contact angles.11
The scope of this work is to investigate the adsorption of
macromolecules (an amylase enzyme, 55 kDa) on two different
UF membranes under static and pressure-forced conditions. One
of the objectives is to show whether chemical (static) adsorption
can be described by thewell-knownLangmuir adsorption theory.
A method to measure the static adsorption is described. The
relative adsorption ismeasured both as amembrane permeability
drop based on the permeabilities before and after static adsorption
and as an adsorption resistance. The effect of static adsorption
is also investigatedduring the filtration (pressure-forced condition)
of the amylase solution.
2. Theory
The adsorption of various components on different surfaces
can be described by the Gibbs adsorption isotherm. The Gibbs
adsorption isotherm is given below:
The adsorption of species i is denoted byΓi and is typically given
in dimensions of mol/area. The concentration of species i in
solution, from which the molecules are adsorbed, is denoted Ci.
Equation 1 shows that, in order to determine the adsorption,
knowledge of the surface tension γ as a function of concentration
Ci is required. R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute
temperature. The Gibbs equation has several applications:
•The surface concentration can be determined from the
relationship between the surface tension and the concentration.
•The area occupied by each adsorbed molecule can be
estimated.
•The molecular weight of the adsorbed macromolecules
(proteins, enzymes, etc.) can be estimated, under the assumption
that they form ideal films at low surface pressure.
The surface tension and adsorption phenomenon are linked,
and at constant temperature, the adsorption can in many cases
also be described by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm:
The maximum adsorption of component i is denoted Γi,max, and
k is the adsorption equilibrium constant, which is related to the
Gibbs adsorption energy. The Langmuir equation is often used
in a linear form:
Maximum adsorption corresponds to the surface being covered
by amonolayer. Inmany cases, the adsorption of largemolecules
on solid surfaces follows Langmuir theory. The Langmuir
adsorption equation is based on the following assumptions:
•The surface is homogeneous.
•Adsorption cannot occur beyond monolayer coverage.
•All adsorption sites are equivalent.
•There are no interactions between the adsorbed molecules
and the molecules in the solution and no interactions between
the solvent and the surface.
According to the last assumption, the Langmuir adsorption
equation is only valid for dilute solutions. Although the last
assumption can, in some contexts, seem unrealistic, the equation
is still quite useful. The theory also assumes that the adsorption
rate is proportional to the concentration in solution and the fraction
of the free non-covered area of the adsorbent. Furthermore, the
desorption rate is assumed to be proportional to the fraction of
surface covered by adsorbed molecules. At equilibrium, the
adsorption and desorption rates are equal. By plotting the
adsorption and the concentration (eq 3),Γi,max can be determined.
This value corresponds to the concentration at which the whole
surface is covered by a monolayer of adsorbed molecules.
Adsorption is affected by many different parameters. The salt
concentration in the solution can influence the geometric structure
of themacromolecules,which in turn can influence the adsorption.
Increased ionic strength decreases the thickness of the diffuse
double layer around the macromolecule, and the electrostatic
(11) Thom,V.H.;Altankov,G.;Groth, Th.; Jankova,K.; Jonsson,G.;Ulbricht,
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interactions between the proteins thus decrease. If themembrane
and protein have opposite surface charge, then a higher ionic
strength will, in general, decrease the adsorption due to weaker
electrostatic interactions. A higher adsorption can, however, be
achieved by increasing the ionic strength in the solution if the
membrane and protein have the same surface charge because the
repelling forces are reduced.6,7
ThepHof the solution can also influence the adsorptionbecause
the charge of a macromolecule is highly dependent on the pH
value. Equally charged molecules repeal each other, thus
adsorption is assumed to be highest when the molecules have
a low charge (close to the isoelectric point) or are uncharged.
The hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of the surface also
influences the adsorption. Hydrophobic surfaces tend to attract
hydrophobic molecules more than hydrophilic molecules, and
hydrophilic surfaces tend to attract hydrophilic molecules more
than hydrophobic molecules. This is also the case for membrane
surfaces. The membrane material and structure have an effect
on thedegreeof adsorption and fouling, but themembranematerial
is not always crucial; its influence also depends on the filtration
system. If cake buildup at the membrane surface is observed,
then the filtration process will mostly depend on the cake
properties.1 Themorphology and structure of themembrane also
have an effect on fouling.Membraneswith straight-through pores
are more sensitive to fouling than isotropic membranes, where
the membranes make up a network structure in which the fluid
can pass the blocked pores.12,13
The chain length also influences the adsorption of, for example,
hydrocarbons because of their hydrophobic nature. The tem-
perature is also important because the surface tension depends
on the temperature.3
Thus, the adsorption is affected by many parameters, which
affects the maximum adsorption. In some cases, it is reached in
a few hours, whereas in other cases, it takes several days before
the maximum adsorption is reached.
In the evaluation of the adsorption, the permeabilities (lp) of
themembranes are determined.Thepermeability canbe calculated
according to Darcy’s law from flux and pressure data.14
The volumetric flux through the membrane is denoted Jv, and
ΔP is the applied hydrostatic pressure across the membrane. In
further analysis, the permeabilities can be interpreted as different
subresistances. Thus, eq 4 can be rewritten into the following
resistance-in-series model:15
The total resistance toward transport through themembrane (Rtot)
can be divided into different subresistances such as themembrane
resistance (Rm), the adsorption resistance (Ra), and the fouling
resistance (Rf). Themembrane resistance is amembrane constant,
whereas the adsorption resistance is a term that is used in the
evaluation of the static adsorption. The fouling resistance is used
in the evaluation of the pressure-forced adsorption. The fouling
resistance can in somecases be thought of as a continuous growing
cake on the membrane surface, similar to conventional filtration
theory. In that case, the first layer of the cake corresponds to the
adsorbed monolayer, and thus the adsorption resistance and the
fouling resistance can be looked upon as one term. The resistance
of such a cake is dependent on the specific cake resistance, which
is a constant, and the thickness of the cake, which is a function
of the mass of permeate, that passes the membrane.15 In this
case, the continually increasing cake layer (or fouling resistance)
can be expressed as follows:
The fouling constant (R) depends on the specific cake resistance,
the bulk concentration, and the concentration of solutes in the
cake layer.15 The mass of permeate is denoted mp.
The fouling resistance is inserted into the resistance-in-series
filtration model:
This model can be rewritten as15
Thus, if the fouling on the membrane surface forms or can be
described as a continually growing cake, one should get a straight
line when plotting 1/Jv versus mp because Rm, Ra, ΔP, and R are
all constants.
At high macromolecular concentrations, the osmotic pressure
difference across themembrane also has to be taken into account.16
Because of concentration polarization on the feed side of the
membrane, the concentration at the membrane surface will be
larger than in the bulk solution. The enhanced concentration
results in a lower solvent chemical potential on the feed of the
membrane surface compared to the solvent chemical potential
on the permeate side. This gives an osmotic “back suck effect”
of solvent that has to be taken into account at highmacromolecular
concentrations on the feed side. This gradient of solvent chemical
potential across the membrane can be expressed as an osmotic
pressure difference (Δπ) across themembrane.When the osmotic
pressure difference is taken into account, eq 5 can be extended
to an osmotic pressure model:
The flux in eq9 is therefore determinedbydifferent subresistances
in series (Rtot) and from an osmotic pressure difference that arises
fromconcentration polarization on the feed side of themembrane.
When the concentration polarization phenomenon is the domi-
(12) Ho, C.; Zydney, A. L. J. Membr. Sci. 1999, 155, 261-275.
(13) Ho, C.; Zydney, A. L. Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2001, 40, 1412-1421.
(14) Beier, S. P. Pressure DriVen Membrane Processes; Ventus Publishing:
Copenhagen, 2006.
(15) Mulder, M. Basic Principles of Membrane Technology, 2nd ed.; Kluwer
Academic: Boston, 1996. (16) Jonsson, G. Desalination 1984, 51, 61-77.
Table 1. Membrane Data
name producer cutoff value material water permeability
ETNA10PP Alfa Laval 10 kDa PVDF (surface-modified
poly(vinylidene fluoride))
63 ( 6 L/(m2·h·bar)
PES Pall 10 kDa PES
(polyethersulfone)
207 ( 18 L/(m2·h·bar)
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nating factor affecting the flux, stagnant film theory can be used
to describe the flux dependency on the bulk concentration:17
The mass transfer coefficient (K) is therefore a very important
factor describing the level of back diffusion from the boundary
layer on the feed side of the membrane. The concentration on
the membrane surface (Cm) will be larger than the bulk
concentration (Cb) due to concentrationpolarization.Thepermeate
concentration (Cp) can be neglected if the retention of the
membrane is close to 100%. The mass transfer coefficient can
be determined from literature correlations. For a stirred cell (in
the laminar region), the following correlation can be used:18
TheSherwoodnumber is a dimensionlessmass transfer coefficient
(Sh)Kr/D), which is given by the mass transfer coefficient (K),
cell radius (r), and diffusion coefficient of the solute/
macromolecule in the solvent (D). The Reynolds number (Re)
is calculated as ωr2/ν, where ω is the stirring speed and ν is the
kinematic viscosity. The Schmidt number is defined as the ratio
between the kinematic viscosity and the diffusivity (Sc ) ν/D).
The initial and final water permeabilities of the membranes
(before and after adsorption) are also used in the evaluation of
the adsorption. The permeability drop is defined as follows:
As a value of the initial water permeability, an average value is
used that is given for the two investigated membranes in Table
1. The final permeability is measured (after adsorption) after
rinsing the membrane with only water.
3. Material and Methods
In this section, the apparatus, solutions, and procedures used for
the experimental work are described.
3.1. Apparatus, Materials, and Solutions. 3.1.1. Experimental
Apparatus. A dead-end batch cell is used for the adsorption
experiments. The circularmembrane area is 44 cm2, and the pressure
in the cell can be established by connecting the cell to a nitrogen
gas flask. Permeate is collected in a beaker placed on a balance. A
sketch of the system is given in Figure 1.
Pressure in the cell is established onlywhen thewater permeability
of the membranes is measured, when the membrane before each
adsorption experiment is chemically cleaned, and during the pressure-
forced adsorption experiments. During the static adsorption experi-
ments, no pressure is established in the cell, and the batch cell is
stored in the refrigerator. Stirring in the cell is turned on only during
the water flux measurements and during the pressure-forced
experiments.
3.1.2. Membranes. Two commercial ultrafiltration membranes
with different hydrophilicity have been tested. Relevant data for the
two membranes are given in Table 1.
The PES membrane is more hydrophobic than the ETNA10PP.
The difference in contact angles is visualized in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, it is seen that the PESmembrane ismore hydrophobic
than the ETNA10PP membrane because the contact angle is larger.
The contact angle of theETNA10PPmembrane is around40°whereas
the contact angle of the PES membrane is around 85-90°. The
contact angle of a polysulphone film that is very similar to the PES
membrane surface had earlier been measured to be around 90°.11
The ETNA10PP membrane is made hydrophilic by introducing a
surfacemodification consisting of grafting a thin layer of hydrophilic
polymer onto the PVDF surface. Because of the grafting, covalent
bonds are formed between the PVDFmembrane and the hydrophilic
polymer layer. This ensures the stability of the surface-modified
membrane.5 The water permeability of the PES membrane is around
3 times higher than the water permeability of the ETNA10PP
membrane. The water permeabilities of the two membranes are
determined as an average from 10 and 7 measurements of the PES
and theETNA10PPmembranes, respectively.The standarddeviations
of the water permeability measurements are also given in Table 1.
3.1.3. Membrane Water Permeability. The water permeability
(lp) is determined by measuring the water flux (Jv) at different
pressures between 0 and 2 bar according to eq 4. The water
permeability is measured in each experiment before and after the
exposure to enzyme solution.The finalwater permeability ismeasured
after the batch cell is emptied, and the rest of the enzyme solution
is removed by rinsing with water.
3.1.4. AmylaseEnzyme Solutions.Solutions of an amylase enzyme
called amylase-F have been used. The concentrated enzyme solution
is produced by Novozymes A/S. The molecular weight is 55 kDa,
and the isoelectric point is around 3.5. The solutions were supplied
by Novozymes A/S and were diafiltrated with demineralized water
to remove salts and other minor components until the conductivity
in the permeate is below 0.5 mS/cm. Beside the amylase enzymes,
other compoundsmight be present (e.g., amino acids produced during
fermentation or flocculation chemicals such as calcium chloride).
However, a vast majority of these compounds are removed by
diafiltration. A detailed description can be found elsewhere.19
Adsorption has been measured in the concentration range from 0.1
to 100 g/L. The solubility of the amylase is above 200 g/L. The pH
of the aqueous enzyme solutions is 5.5,whichmeans that the enzymes
are negatively charged. Concentration measurements are conducted
by the Bradford reagent method.20
(17) Zeman, L. J.; Zydney, A. L. Microfiltration and Ultrafiltration; Marcel
Dekker: New York, 1996.
(18) Blatt, W. F.; Dravid, A.; Michaels, A. S.; Nelson, L. Solute Polarization
and Cake Formation in Membrane Ultrafiltration: Causes, Consequeneces, and
Control Techniques; Membrane Science and Technology - Industrial, Biological,
and Waste Treatment Processes, Columbus Laboratories of the BattelleMemorial
Institute in Columbus, Ohio, Oct 21-22, 1969; pp 47-97.
(19) Enevoldsen, A. D; Hansen, E. B.; Jonsson, G. J. Membr. Sci. 2007, 299,
28-37.
Jv ) K(Cm - CpCb - Cp) (10)





Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental apparatus.
Figure 2. Two dry pieces of the membranes, ETNA10PP to the left
and PES to the right. A 10 μL water droplet has been placed on each
membrane.
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3.2. Adsorption Experiments. Two types of adsorption experi-
ments were conducted: the static adsorption experiments and the
pressure-forced adsorption experiments,which are defined as follows:
•Static adsorption is the adsorption of components from a solution
that is in contact with a membrane under atmospheric pressure with
no volumetric flux through the membrane.
•Pressure-forced adsorption is the adsorption of components that
occurs during a membrane filtration experiment with volumetric
flux through the membrane.
Both types of experiments are conducted in a batch cell. During
static adsorption, the batch cell ensures that the adsorption takes
place only on the skin layer of the membrane and not onto (and into)
the support structure on the back side of the membrane. This would
not have been the case if a piece of membrane was just immersed
in the enzyme solution. However, some adsorption might take place
on the pore walls inside the membrane, especially if the membrane
has a broad pore size distribution, which seems to be the case for
the ETNA10PP membrane (Figure 9).
3.2.1. Static Adsorption Experiments. In the static adsorption
experiments, the batch cell is used only as a container. Themembrane
is placed in the bottom, and the solution is contained above the
membrane. The permeate outlet of the cell is closed so that no
volumetric flux occurs. No pressure above the membrane and no
stirring are established. The batch cell with the membrane and the
enzyme solution is kept in the refrigerator (to avoid decomposition
of the enzymes) for 6 days. This rather long period of time is chosen
to ensure that adsorption equilibrium is reached because adsorption
can be a time-consuming process, as described earlier. Adsorption
experiments have been carried out with different concentrations of
the enzyme solution. The experimental procedure is the following:
•A virgin membrane is placed in the stirred cell.
•Cleaning is carried out with 300 mL of a 0.125% NaOH solution
at 0.5 bar. Approximately 160-200 mL of permeate is collected.
The cleaning temperature is 20 °C, and the cleaning time is ∼1 h.
•The membrane is rinsed with water. The remaining cleaning
solution is removed as the cell is opened and separated. The different
parts, including themembrane, are cleanedwith demineralizedwater
under a running tap.
•Initial water permeability is measured.Water (300mL) is placed
in the cell, and the flux is measured at approximately 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
and 2.0 bar. The temperature is 20 °C.
•Adsorption in the refrigerator is carried out for 144 h (6 days)
at different enzyme concentrations between 0.1 and 100 g/L. The
volume of enzyme solution is 30 mL with no stirring, and the
temperature is 5 °C.
•Removal of enzyme solution followed by gently rinsing the
membrane with water for 3 to 4 s under a running tap. The different
parts of the batch cell are held under the running tap as well.
•The final water permeability is measured in a similar way as the
initial water permeability.
From the initial and final water permeabilities, the permeability
drop canbe calculated according to eq12. Furthermore, the adsorption
resistance is calculated according to eq 5. The activity of a reference
enzyme solution has been measured at Novozymes’ laboratories
before and after it has been placed in the refrigerator for 6 days. This
is done to detect any loss in enzyme activity during the adsorption
experiment.
3.2.2. Pressure-Forced Adsorption Experiments. In this case, the
adsorption is conducted during concentration of the enzyme solution
under a pressure of 2 bar. The flux ismeasured by collecting permeate
in a beaker placed on the balance. The experimental procedure is
as follows:
•Virgin membrane is placed in the batch cell.
•Cleaning is carried out with 300 mL of a 0.125% NaOH solution
at 0.5 bar. Approximately 160-200 mL of permeate is collected.
The cleaning temperature is 20 °C, and the cleaning time is ∼1 h.
•The membrane is rinsed with water. The remaining cleaning
solution is removed, and the cell is opened and separated.Thedifferent
parts, including themembrane, are cleanedwith demineralizedwater
under a running tap.
•Initial water permeability is measured.Water (300mL) is placed
in the cell, and the flux is measured at approximately 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
and 2.0 bar. The temperature is 20 °C.
•Enzyme solution (300mL) is placed in the stirred cell (300 rpm),
and the pressure is set to 2 bar. Filtration is continued until 150 g
of permeate was collected. The enzyme concentrations are 5 and 50
g/L, and the filtration temperature is 20 °C.
•Removal of remaining enzyme solution followedbygently rinsing
the membrane with water for 3 to 4 s under a running tap. The
different parts of the batch cell are held under the running tap as
well.
•The final water permeability is measured in a similar way as the
initial water permeability.
In the pressure-forced adsorption experiments, the permeability
drop is again calculated according to eq 12. From the static adsorption
experiments, the adsorption resistance is known. Because the
membrane resistance is also known, from the initial permeabilities
given in Table 1, the fouling resistance can be calculated according
to eq 5.
3.3. SEMPictureAnalysis.Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)
pictures have been made in the back-scattering mode of the two
membrane types under different conditions:
•with clean surfaces (cleaned with 0.125% NaOH solution);
•with surfaces at which enzymes have been adsorbed for 144 h
from a 100 g/L solution in the refrigerator (static adsorption); and
•with surfaces at which enzymes have been adsorbed during the
concentration of enzyme solution from 50 to 100 g/L at 2 bar
(pressure-forced adsorption).
These pictures have been taken as a supplement to the permeability
data. The pictures are present in Figure 9.
3.4. Overview of Experimental Work. An overview of the
different experiments and analysis is given in Table 2.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1.PermeabilityDropandAdsorptionResistance. InFigure
3, the initial and final water permeabilities are depicted for one
of the static adsorption experiments.
Themembranewater permeability (lp) corresponds to the slope
of the fitted line according to Darcy’s law.14 In Figure 3, it is
seen that for this amylase-F concentration the final water
permeability is ∼59 L/(m2‚h‚bar). In this case, the initial water
permeability is ∼219 L/(m2‚h‚bar), and according to Table 1,
the average value of the PES membrane water permeability is
207 L/(m2‚h‚bar). According to eq 12, this gives a permeability(20) Bradford, M. M. Anal. Biochem. 1976, 72, 248-254.
Figure 3. Water flux vs pressure for the PES membrane before and
after static adsorption for 144 h at 5 °C. Amylase-F concentration
) 50 g/L.
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drop of 71%. The permeability drop for all experiments listed
in Table 2 are calculated according to eq 12.
Beside the permeability drop, the adsorption resistance (Ra)
toward mass transport through the membrane can be determined
by using eq 5. This adsorption resistance is also used to express
the degree of adsorption. From the initial water permeability, the
membrane resistance (Rm) is determined because at this stage the
adsorption resistance and the fouling resistance (Rf) are both
zero. The membrane resistance is calculated on the basis of the
average water permeability value given in Table 1. The total
resistance (Rtot) toward transport is determined on the basis of
the finalwater permeability. In the static adsorption experiments,
the fouling resistance is assumed to be zero. Thus, the adsorption
resistance can be calculated as the difference between the total
resistance and the membrane resistance. This has been done for
all concentrations listed in Table 2 for both membrane types.
4.2. Static Adsorption. The permeability drop and the
adsorption resistance can, as mentioned, be translated into a
relativemeasurement of the adsorption. To determine if the static
adsorption follows the Langmuir theory, these terms are plotted
in Figure 4 at different concentrations.
The adsorption isotherms have the shape of a Langmuir
isotherm. However, there is a clear difference in the level of
permeability drop and adsorption resistance between the PES
and theETNA10PPmembrane. Themaximumpermeability drop
and adsorption resistance are around 3 times larger for the PES
membrane compared to those for the ETNA10PP membrane.
The adsorption for the PES membrane increases from around 40
to 60% when the concentration increases from 0.5 to 10 g/L. The
curve levels out at a concentration of 30 g/L, where the
permeability has dropped to around 70% from its initial value
and the adsorption resistance has reached a value of ∼0.013
m2‚h‚bar/L. The permeability drop and adsorption resistance for
Figure 4. Adsorption isotherms. Permeability drop and adsorption resistance vs concentration for static adsorption experiments on the two
membrane types at constant temperature (5 °C).
Figure 5. Linear plot of the static adsorption according to the
Langmuir equation (eq 3). Concentration divided by permeability
drop (Conc./Perm.drop) vs concentration and concentration divided
by adsorption resistance (Conc./Ra) vs concentration at constant
temperature (5 °C).
Figure 6. Flux and fouling resistance vs collectedmass of permeate
(mp) during the pressure-forced adsorption experiments on the two
different membranes at low enzyme concentration (5-10 g/L).
Temperature ) 20 °C, P ) 2 bar.
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the ETNA10PP membrane are much smaller. At a concentration
of 10 g/L, the permeability has dropped around 20% from the
initial value, which is around the value of the maximum
permeability drop. The adsorption resistance for the ETNA10PP
membrane is also much smaller than for the PES membrane with
a maximum value of around 0.004 m2‚h‚bar/L.
The activity analysis of the enzyme solution showed no change
in activity during the 6 days in the refrigerator. Thus, the enzymes
are not degraded during the adsorption experiments at 5 °C.
To determine whether the Langmuir theory (eq 2) actually
describes the adsorption, the data in Figure 4 are plotted according
to the linear form of the Langmuir adsorption theory (eq 3). In
Figure 5, the concentrations divided by the permeability drop
and the adsorption resistance are plotted as a function of the
concentrations, respectively.
In Figure 5, it is seen that the linear form of the Langmuir
isotherm fits the data for both membranes, regardless of whether
the plots are based on the permeability drop or the adsorption
resistance. This means that the Langmuir theory can indeed
describe the adsorption over the entire concentration range, even
though the membrane surfaces are not totally homogeneous as
assumed in the derivation of the theory. Because the Langmuir
theory describes the adsorption data well, we conclude that the
static adsorption of amylase-F on the twodifferentUFmembranes
consists of monolayer coverage. From the linear plots, the
maximum static adsorption Γmax (maximum static permeability
drop ormaximum static adsorption resistance) and the adsorption
equilibrium constant k can be determined from eq 3. These
terms are determined from the slopes and the intercepts of the
linear plots in Figure 5, respectively. The results are given in
Table 3.
The maximum static adsorption is around 3 times larger for
the PES membrane compared to that for the ETNA10PP
membrane. This shows that the degree of adsorption is
significantly smaller on the ETNA10PP membrane than on the
PESmembrane, probably because of amore hydrophilic surface.
This is in agreement with the results found by Wei and co-
workers.5 Because of the large adsorption on the PESmembrane,
the amylase-F molecules must be more closely packed on the
PES surface than on the ETNA10PP surface. The adsorption
equilibrium constants are determined from the intercepts with
the y axis (Figure 5). The equilibrium constants, based on both
the permeability drop and the adsorption resistance, have
approximately the same value for the two different membranes
except for one estimation,which is smaller. TheGibbs adsorption
energy is related to the adsorption equilibriumconstant;3 therefore,
the amylase-F must be attached to the adsorption sites on the
PES membrane and on the ETNA10PP membrane, respectively,
at approximately equal strength if the adsorption equilibrium
constants are assumed to be at the same level. Thus, the number
of adsorption sites on the ETNA10PP membrane seems to be
less than on the PES membrane because the maximum static
adsorption is 3 time larger for the PES membrane. This also
supports the statement of the amylase-F molecules being more
closely packed on the PES surface.
4.3. Pressure-ForcedAdsorption.Pressure-forced adsorption
experiments havebeen conducted for bothmembrane types during
the collection of 150 g of permeate from an initial bulk volume
of 300 mL, as seen in Table 2. The experiments are conducted
at 20 °C. The permeability of the membranes is measured before
and after each experiment similar to the static adsorption
experiments, as described earlier. The permeability drop for the
low concentration pressure-forced adsorption experiments is
shown in Table 4.
It is seen in Table 4 that during filtration the maximum static
adsorption is exceeded for both membranes, even at low enzyme
concentrations. The static adsorption is measured at 5 °C, and
the pressure-forced adsorption is measured at 20 °C. However,
according to the Gibbs adsorption equation (eq 1), a higher
temperature would result in a lower adsorption if the change in
surface tension with concentration (dγ/dC) is assumed to be
more or less constant at the two temperatures. Thus, the higher
adsorption (permeability drop) for the pressure-forced adsorption
measured at the higher temperature emphasizes that themaximum
static adsorption is actually exceeded at the pressure-forced
conditions. The higher permeability drop in the pressure-forced
condition is likely due to a higher concentration on themembrane
surface during filtration (concentration polarization),which leads
to coverage of the surface beyond a monolayer. In this case, the
Langmuir adsorption theory can no longer be applied, and
permeability drops above the maximum static adsorption can be
observed. The number of adsorbed macromolecules on mem-
branes can be determined in many different ways, as extensively
discussed in the literature.4-10,21 The adsorption in these cases
could be described by the Langmuir adsorption theory regardless
of whether it is measured under static or dynamic conditions. In
our case, this is in agreement only in the static case. TheLangmuir
(21) Bowen, W. R.; Hughes, D. T. J. Membr. Sci. 1990, 51, 189-200.
Figure 7. 1/Jv versus mp during the pressure-forced adsorption
experiments on the two different membranes at low enzyme
concentration (5-10 g/L). Temperature ) 20 °C, P ) 2 bar.
Figure 8. Flux vs ln(Cb) according to the stagnant film theory for
the high-concentration pressure-forced experiments. Enzyme con-
centration ) 50-100 g/L, P ) 2 bar.
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adsorption theory is not able to describe the permeability drop
during the pressure-forced experiments, in which a volumetric
flux through the membrane exists.
It is interesting that because of the adsorption/fouling the two
membranes behave similarly during filtration even though the
initial water permeability of the PES membrane is around 3
times larger than for the ETNA10PP membrane even at low
enzyme concentrations. The flux is depicted in Figure 6 at low
enzyme concentration (concentration from 5 to 10 g/L) as a
function of the collectedmass of permeate for two of the pressure-
forced experiments. The fouling resistance is depicted as well.
The fouling resistance is calculated according to eq 5 in which
the adsorption resistances (the maximum static adsorption
resistance) and the membrane resistances are known from the
static adsorption experiments. Thus, the level ofmaximum static
adsorption resistance is assumed to be the same in the pressure-
forced case, and thus the fouling resistance can be calculated
according to eq 5.
Figure 9. SEM pictures (backscattered mode) of the ETNA10PP and PES membranes. Magnification on the actual pictures is 20 000×.
(i) Clean membrane surface, (ii) static adsorbed membrane surface (100 g/L enzyme solution at 5 °C for 144 h), and (iii) pressure-forced
adsorbed membrane surface (50 g/L enzyme solution concentrated to 100 g/L at 20 °C). White lines corresponding to 1 μm are present at
each SEM picture.
Table 2. Overview of Conducted Experiments and Analysis
membrane static adsorption pressure-forced adsorption SEM pictures
ETNA10PP enzyme concentration:
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It is seen in Figure 6 that even though the PES membrane has
a high initial water permeability (Table 1), in practice this has
no effect. Actually, the ETNA10PP membrane has a slightly
larger flux. However, the flux during the amylase-F filtration is
approximately the same for the two membranes at the end of the
experiment, in spite of the initial difference inwater permeability.
It is also interesting that the fouling resistances during the
experiments are almost the same for the two membranes. From
the static adsorption experiments, we saw that the maximum
static adsorption resistance is around 3 times larger for the PES
membrane, which is attributed to a more dense adsorbed
monolayer on the PESmembrane. However, because the fouling
resistance level and rate of increase are almost the same for the
two membranes, the fouling layer on the adsorbed monolayer
yields the same resistance whether it is on the PES or the
ETNA10PP membrane. Because the increase in fouling resis-
tances is almost identical for the two membranes, the fouling
mechanisms on the adsorbed monolayer must be equal and
independent of themembrane type. The fouling resistances versus
mass of permeate increase more or less linearly, which is in
agreement with the increasing resistance of a growing cake layer
according to eq 6. This indicates that the fouling appears as
cake-layer formation at the low enzyme concentration. This is
further investigated in Figure 7, which shows a plot of 1/Jv versus
mp according to eq 8.
In Figure 7, it is seen that for both membranes almost straight
lines with nearly equal slopes are obtained. Therefore, fouling
during the pressure-forced experiments actually occur as or can
be described by cake-layer formation. This is emphasized by the
almost equal slopes, which shows that fouling parameter R is
equal for both membranes and therefore independent of the
membrane type. Thus, the increase in fouling resistance depends
on the volume of permeate and is independent of the membrane
itself. At these rather low enzyme concentrations (5-10 g/L),
the osmotic pressure is neglected because it is assumed to be
very low compared to the hydrostatic pressure. According to eq
8, the y-axis intercepts are related to the sum of the membrane
resistance and the maximum static adsorption resistances. The
two intercepts are almost equal, which is in agreement with
results from the static adsorption experiments.
It has been shown that at low enzyme concentration the flux
can be described by a resistance-in-series model (eq 7) with
increasing fouling resistance that is dependent on the mass of
permeate that passes the membrane. However, the osmotic
pressure difference has to be taken into account at higher
macromolecular concentrations at which the concentration
polarization can play the role expressed as an osmotic pressure
difference that has to be subtracted from the hydrostatic pressure
difference (eq 9).16 Therefore, when concentration polarization
is themain factor determining the flux (when the osmotic pressure
of the macromolecular solutions cannot be neglected), it can be
shown that the flux is mainly determined by the bulk concentra-
tion. This can be shown for the pressure-forced experiments
conducted with an initial bulk concentration of 50 g/L. Data for
those high-concentration pressure-forced experiments are plotted
according to stagnant film theory (eq 10).
Because straight lines for both membrane types are obtained
(Figure 8) and because they are almost completely overlapping,
it can be concluded that at these rather high enzyme concentra-
tions, concentration polarization and thus the osmotic pressure
difference determine the flux. Furthermore, the concentration
polarization is independent of the membrane type. From the
slope, the mass transfer coefficient is ∼19 L/(m2‚h). With a
stirring speed in the cell of 300 rpm, the flow in the cell is
laminar, and from the flow andmass transfer literature correlation
(eq 11), a mass transfer coefficient of ∼11 L/(m2‚h) is obtained.
This is rather close to the experimentally determinedmass transfer
coefficient, which emphasizes that at these concentrations the
osmotic pressure difference caused by concentration polarization
is themain term determining the flux.Using the osmotic pressure
model combined with the stagnant film theory (eqs 9 and 10)
and inserting Jv ) 0, the concentration at which the osmotic
pressure equals the hydrostatic pressure can be found.16 From
Figure 8, it can be seen that an enzyme concentration of around
150 g/L (C ) exp(95/19)) gives an osmotic pressure of 2 bar,
which equals the hydrostatic pressure difference and thus gives
zero flux.
Overall, it has been shown that when the immediate adsorbed
monolayer has been established, a growing fouling layer is formed.
The formation of this fouling layer can be described as a cake-
layer formation. This cake-layer gives a subresistance that when
added to the membrane resistance, and the adsorption resistance
gives the total resistance toward transport through themembrane.
Furthermore, it has been shown that at higher enzyme concen-
trations the concentration polarization results in osmotic pressure
differences that cannot be neglected. Under these conditions, the
flux is mainly determined by the bulk concentration and thus the
concentration polarization. Cake-layer formation and concentra-
tion polarization are independent of the membrane type. The
effect of static adsorption also affects cross-flow systems. Jonsson
et al.22 have reported flux decreases due to BSA adsorption in
cross-flow ultrafiltration under both static and pressure-forced
conditions.
The retention of amylase-F is also measured at the end of the
pressure-forced experiments. For both membranes, the retention
at the end is very close to 100%. This means that the two
membranes act almost equally with the same retention and the
(22) Jonsson,G.; Johansen, P.; Li,W.Proceedings ofTheCEE-BrazilWorkshop
on Membrane Separation Processes, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, May 3-8, 1992; pp
265-276.
Table 3. Results from Static Adsorption Experiments at Constant Temperature (5 °C), Maximum Static Adsorption (Maximum Static












23% 0.0046 m2·h·bar/L 75% 0.014 m2·h·bar/L
adsorption equilibrium constant
k (1/(intercept·Γmax)
0.75 L/g 0.58 L/g 0.62 L/g 0.15 L/g
Table 4. Permeability Drop during Pressure-Forced Adsorption
and Maximum Static Permeability Drop during Static









a Concentration from 5 to 10 g/L. b From Table 3.
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same flux and indicates that the membrane properties of the two
investigated UF membranes in our experiments are mainly
determinedby the (adsorbed)monolayer formedon themembrane
surface (often referred to as a secondary membrane) rather than
by the virgin membrane properties. It should be noted that the
initial retention for the ETNA10PP membrane was measured to
be approximately 97% whereas the initial retention for the PES
membrane ismeasured to be close to 100%. The initial retentions
were measured after 5 min of filtration (concentration 5-10
g/L), and after 20 min of filtration (concentration 5-10 g/L), the
retention of the ETNA10PP membrane was close to 100%. The
retentions are determined on the basis of enzyme concentration
measurements of bulk and permeate samples, as described earlier.
Thus, the retention of the ETNA10PP membrane increases
relatively quickly to approximately 100% during filtration,
resulting in a membrane with very similar properties compared
to those of the PES membrane. This was also concluded by Wei
and co-workers, who measured very similar BSA fluxes for the
two UF membranes during filtration at 2 bar and a BSA
concentration of 0.1 wt %, even though the initial water flux of
the PES membrane is much larger than for the ETNA10PP
membrane.5
Wei and co-workers5 have described anti-fouling behavior
during filtration for the ETNA10PP membrane. This is also seen
in our data in Figure 6, where the fluxes are at the same level
even though the initial water flux at 2 bar is around 3 times larger
for the PES membrane. Thus, the maximum static adsorption
(permeability drop and adsorption resistance), shown in Figure
4 and Table 3, gives an idea as to what extent the flux decreases
during filtration from its initial water flux. The maximum static
permeability drop of 23% and maximum static adsorption
resistance of 0.0046 m2‚h‚bar/L for the ETNA10PP membrane
result in a relatively smaller flux decrease from the initial water
flux during filtration (Figure 6) compared to that for the PES
membrane with a maximum static permeability drop of 75% and
a maximum static adsorption resistance of 0.014 m2‚h‚bar/L.
4.4. SEM Picture Analysis. SEM pictures have been taken
for both membranes after they have been exposed to either static
or pressure-forced adsorption. A picture of a chemically cleaned
membrane was also taken. The pictures are shown in Figure 9.
The surfaces of the ETNA10PP and PES membranes are very
different. The pictures of the clean surfaces show that the PES
membrane has a more open structure compared to that of the
ETNA10PP membrane. The pores are distributed more evenly
on the clean PES membrane. The ETNA10PP membrane has a
denser surface, which is consistent with the lower water
permeability measured for that membrane compared to that for
the PESmembrane. Thewater permeability of the PESmembrane
is around 3 times larger than that of the ETNA10PP membrane,
according to Table 1. Furthermore, the pores are not as evenly
distributed for the ETNA10PP membrane. Some areas appear to
be denser than others, and some large pores are present, which
could be the reason for the lower initial retention (97%)measured
for this membrane compared to the retention of almost 100%
measured for both membranes after 20 min of the pressure-
forced experiments.Also, the fact that the ETNA10PPmembrane
relatively quickly reached a retention of around 100% is in
agreement with Jonsson et al.,22 who reported relatively large
pores to be blocked by protein adsorption, which therefore
changed the retention of the membrane.
After static adsorption, the surface of the PES membrane
appears to be denser than the clean membrane. The difference
is clearer for the ETNA10PP membrane, where the surface has
a denser appearance and the pore size has apparently decreased,
which can explain the increase in retention after pressure-forced
adsorption. The static adsorption gives monolayer coverage of
the membrane surfaces. Whether the monolayer packing of
molecules on the PES surface is denser than on the ETNA10PP
surface is difficult to conclude from the SEM pictures. It shall
be noted that denaturation is likely to occur for the vacuum
under which the samples are prepared and coated with gold.
Thus, the actual SEM pictures can be “disturbed” by this.
For both membranes, a change in the surface structure has
taken place after pressure-forced adsorption. The membranes
have a denser surface, and a large number of the pores have been
blocked or narrowed by enzymes. The change in the surface
structure ismore pronounced for the ETNA10PPmembrane than
for the PES membrane after pressure-forced adsorption. There
is a resemblance to the surface structure of the PES membrane
regardless of whether it has been exposed to static or pressure-
forced adsorption. There is a clear difference in the surface
structure of the ETNA10PP membrane. The surface exposed to
static adsorption has a granulated surface, whereas the pores
have an oblong shape in the surface exposed to pressure-forced
adsorption. The permeability drop after the pressure-forced
experiments exceeds themaximumstatic permeability dropduring
static adsorption. This can be explained by the addition of a
fouling resistance, which is seen in Figure 6. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the adsorption (or rather fouling) during the
pressure-forced experiments goes beyond monolayer coverage
and the flux and mass of permeate data are in agreement with
a cake filtration model. The SEM pictures seem to support this
statement because the surfaces of the pressure-forcedmembranes
seem to be denser and different in appearance than the surfaces
of the static-adsorbed membranes. In particular, exceeding the
monolayer coverage under the pressure-forced condition for the
ETNA10PP membrane is visualized by the white “spaghetti
areas”, but the surface of the pressure-forced PES surface also
seems to be much denser than under the static condition.
5. Conclusions
Static adsorption experiments were conducted with two
different ultrafiltration membranes. The following can be stated:
•An easy method to measure static adsorption on a membrane
surface in terms of a permeability drop or an adsorption resistance
has been developed. The method ensures that the adsorption is
facilitated only from the skin-layer side of the membrane and
not from the support-layer side.
•It has been shown that the static adsorption of a 55 kDa
amylase-F enzyme onto two different polymeric ultrafiltration
membranes follows the Langmuir adsorption theory. Thus, static
adsorption consists of monolayer coverage on the surface.
•From the adsorption isotherms, themaximumstatic adsorption
(permeability drop and adsorption resistance) is determined. The
maximum static adsorption is more than 3 times larger on the
more hydrophobic surface (the PES membrane) compared to
that on themore hydrophilic surface (theETNA10PPmembrane).
On the basis of themaximum static permeability drops, the value
is around 3 (75%/23%), and on the basis of the maximum static
adsorption resistance, the value is also around 3 (0.014 m2‚h‚
bar/L/0.0046 m2‚h‚bar/L). The amylase-F molecules must
therefore be more closely arranged and packed in the monolayer
on the PES surface than on the ETNA10PP surface.
In addition, some filtration experiments have been conducted
to investigate the so-called pressure-forced adsorption. On the
basis of these experiments, the following can be stated:
•The permeability drop during filtration exceeds themaximum
static permeability drop, even at low enzyme concentration. Thus,
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the surfaces are covered beyond a monolayer, which is also seen
by the increasing fouling resistance during filtration. The fouling
resistances are at the same level for the two membranes during
filtration. Fouling onto the absorbedmonolayer can be described
as a cake-layer formation with a resistance that increases with
the amount of permeate that passes themembrane. The exceeding
of the monolayer coverage and cake/fouling formation are
supported by SEM.
•The two membranes show almost equal properties during
filtration, even at low enzyme concentration. Thus, the very high
initial water flux for the PES membrane has no effect in practice
because the flux during filtration and the final flux are almost
equal to the flux of the ETNA10PP membrane that has a much
lower initial permeability. This is attributed to the difference in
static adsorption for the two membranes.
•At higher enzyme concentrations, concentration polari-
zation has to be taken into account. High enzyme concentrations
yield significant osmotic pressures; therefore, the flux can be
described from stagnant film theory and the osmotic pressure
model.
Overall, the static adsorption on the membrane contributes to
the total resistance to transport through themembrane. The static
adsorption is highly dependent on the membrane surface
chemistry, but other factors such as cake-layer buildup and
concentration polarization also have to be taken into account
when the performance of a certain membrane is to be evaluated.
The latter two phenomena are independent of the type and surface
chemistry of the membrane.
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In membrane ﬁltration related scientiﬁc literature, often step-by-step determined
critical ﬂuxes are reported. Using a dynamic microﬁltration device, it is shown that
critical ﬂuxes determined from two different ﬂux-stepping methods are dependent upon
operational parameters such as step length, step height, and ﬂux start level. Filtrating
8 kg/m3 yeast cell suspensions by a vibrating 0.45  106 m pore size microﬁltration
hollow ﬁber module, critical ﬂuxes from 5.6  106 to 1.2  105 m/s have been
measured using various step lengths from 300 to 1200 seconds. Thus, such values are
more or less useless in itself as critical ﬂux predictors, and constant ﬂux veriﬁcation
experiments have to be conducted to check if the determined critical ﬂuxes can predict
sustainable ﬂux regimes. However, it is shown that using the step-by-step predicted
critical ﬂuxes as start guesses, in our case, in constant ﬂux veriﬁcation experiments for
5 and 1/2 hours, a sustainable ﬂux was identiﬁable. VC 2009 American Institute of
Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 56: 1739–1747, 2010
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Introduction
The concept of critical ﬂux in membrane ﬁltration proc-
esses has in the last 15 years gained more and more interest
as a way of controlling fouling to achieve sustainable opera-
tion. When talking about critical ﬂuxes, sustainable ﬂux
regimes are deﬁned as sub-critical ﬂux regions that are sus-
tainable from a constant ﬂux and TMP point of view. By
operating at sub-critical ﬂux, the need for membrane clean-
ing, necessary due to enhanced hydraulic resistance will be
reduced. In that way, for example macromolecular transmis-
sion in microﬁltration can be improved.1 In 2006, an in-
depth review about critical and sustainable ﬂuxes was pub-
lished by Bacchin et al.2 In this review it is underlined that
three different forms of the critical ﬂux should be distin-
guished according to the level of hydraulic resistance: The
strong form, the weak form, and the irreversible form. The
strong and weak forms of the critical ﬂux are well known
and described in the literature. In the irreversible form of the
critical ﬂux, however, the hydraulic resistance ‘‘just’’ has to
be kept below the sum of a membrane resistance, an even-
tual adsorption resistance, and a reversible fouling resistance
not to be exceeded. When using the search words ‘‘critical
ﬂux,’’ ‘‘membrane,’’ or ‘‘?ﬁltration,’’ almost 200 papers
appear, published since 1979 (using the DADS database,
Technical Knowledge Center, Technical University of
Denmark, February 2008).
The majority of all critical ﬂux determinations reported in
the literature are conducted using step-by-step methods, in
which either the transmembrane pressure (TMP) or the ﬂux
is stepwise increased, and the response (either ﬂux or TMP)
is monitored. This method is easy to apply, which might
explain its popularity, and out of the almost 200 mentioned
‘‘critical ﬂux papers’’, the step-by-step method is applied in
more than 100 of these papers to determine critical ﬂuxes.
However, a main disadvantage of the step-by-step technique
is that it only measures the critical ﬂux of the dominant foul-
ing species.3–5 Furthermore, when using this method, the
determined critical ﬂuxes can vary quite much depending on
the ﬂux start level J0, step length sl, and step height sh
although, only very few publications actually focus on this.
The step height was reported by Le Clech et al.6 to be the
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to G. Jonsson at
gj@kt.dtu.dk.
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main parameter impacting the fouling rate (dP/dt), using an
MBR system processing sewage, whereas the step length has
been reported by Kwon and Vigneswaran7 not to inﬂuence
the determined critical ﬂuxes for crossﬂow microﬁltration of
latex particles with step lengths of 1200 and 2400 seconds.
Neither did Guo et al.8 detect a difference in the determined
critical ﬂuxes in crossﬂow microﬁltration of synthetic waste-
water when using step lengths of either 2400 or 7200
seconds. Also, Le Clech et al.6 only detected minor differen-
ces in the determined critical ﬂuxes for step lengths of 300,
600, 900, and 1800 seconds in MBR ﬁltration of synthetic
sewage. Only when the step length was increased to 7200
seconds, a signiﬁcant change in the critical ﬂux could be
detected, whereas Choi and Dempsey9 observed the deter-
mined critical ﬂuxes to decrease when the step length was
increased from 600 over 1200 to 1800 seconds, using a low
pressure membrane system processing raw water.
The aims of this article are (i) to show that one cannot be
sure to use a critical ﬂux value based on one single step-by-
step measurement to actually determine a critical ﬂux, (ii) to
show that a step-by-step determined critical ﬂux has to be
veriﬁed against constant ﬂux experiments, and (iii) to
emphasize that when talking about critical ﬂuxes and sus-
tainable ﬂux regimes, a time period for sustainability has to
be assessed. Two different ﬂux-stepping critical ﬂux determi-
nation methods are tested using our dynamic microﬁltration
system. It must be emphasized that we use the term ‘‘critical
ﬂux’’ as the outcome of the ﬂux-stepping experiments,
although it is later shown that many of these determined val-
ues actually are not real critical ﬂuxes able to predict long
term behavior. A step up method and a step up down
method are tested using different values of the step length to
evaluate the response in the determined critical ﬂuxes. Fur-
thermore, the onset of irreversible fouling will be tried to be
determined using the step up down method. The experimen-
tally determined critical ﬂuxes are veriﬁed against constant
ﬂux experiments at, above and below, the average critical
ﬂuxes to check if one actually can predict sustainable behav-
ior for an extended period, which in this case is 5 and 1/2
hours. Suspensions of bakers yeast cells are being processed.
This medium is chosen to use some sort of a model ﬂuid to
simulate fermentation broth or other biological media as we
in our earlier work also have added macromolecules to such
suspensions.1 Furthermore, our later results10 are also
obtained using yeast cell suspensions containing different
macromolecules. Our system is in many contexts thought to
be coupled to treatment of such media.
Flux-stepping concept
When the critical ﬂux is determined by a step-by-step
method, the ﬂux is often controlled, and the corresponding
TMP is monitored. The ﬂux is increased in steps and at a
point, at which the TMP increase exceeds some deﬁned
threshold limit, the critical ﬂux is said to be exceeded. How-
ever, as pointed out by Bacchin et al.,2 it would be more
correct to talk about this level as a sustainable ﬂux beause
the transition detected by this method is often the transition
from ‘‘slow fouling’’ to ‘‘rapid fouling.’’ Still, we will use
the term ‘‘critical ﬂux’’ to emphasize that this is the ﬂux one
has to stay below to achieve sustainable ﬁltration. Two dif-
ferent ﬂux-step approaches are sketched in Figure 1.
These two methods are chosen, as they are both well
known and often reported in the literature. Important param-
eters in both methods are the initial ﬂux level (J0), the step
height (sh), and the step length (sl). Le Clech et al.6 intro-
duced three key TMP related parameters, useful to determine
the onset of fouling, for a step up method. In this work,
these parameters have also been applied for a step up down
method. In Figure 2, the concept is sketched for both methods.
The average of the TMP values for a ﬂux step is denoted
Pavg, whereas dP/dt is the slope of the linear regression line
covering the TMP data of a ﬂux step. The latter parameter is
often referred to as the ‘‘fouling rate’’. The sudden increase
in TMP in the transition from one ﬂux step to another is
denoted DP0 and can be determined as the distance between
the linear regression lines for the two particular ﬂux steps at
the time of transition. The critical ﬂux is determined from
plots of Pavg, dP/dt, and DP0 vs. the ﬂux as the point where
the curves ‘‘break’’. The advantage of the step up down
method is that, in theory, fouling irreversibility can be recog-
nized at a certain ﬂux level as each ﬂux level is ‘‘touched’’
two times. Thus, the onset of irreversible fouling, irreversi-
bility form of critical ﬂux can be identiﬁed by plotting the
difference in Pavg, J, and dP/dt, (Pavg,n,ii – Pavg,n,i), (dP/dtn,ii
– dP/dtn,i), and (Jn,i – Jn,ii), as function of the ﬂux. This
method, distinguishing the reversible fouling and the irre-
versible fouling, is earlier described by Espinasse et al.11
Figure 1. Sketch of two different approaches for critical ﬂux determination.
Step up method and step up down method. J0: Initial ﬂux level, sh: step height, sl: step length.
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Materials and Methods
Apparatus and feed suspensions
The vibrating microﬁltration system, often referred to as a
dynamic microﬁltration system, used in this work consists of
a module with 9 hollow ﬁbers placed vertically in a bundle.
The system is sketched in Figure 3.
The hollow ﬁbers are all closed in the bottom ends by a
steel plate. The top ends of the ﬁbers are, via a permeate
gap and the permeate pipe, connected to a suction pump
(permeate pump) that sucks permeate through the ﬁbers at a
constant rate. Permeate is collected in a beaker on an elec-
tronic scale connected to a PC. Permeate is manually poured
back to the feed tank when the volume in the permeate
beaker is around 100 ml. The permeate pump is controlled
by a PC, and the corresponding TMP is monitored and
logged by the PC by use of a pressure transducer. The mod-
ule is placed in a plastic cylinder connected to a feed tank.
The feed ﬂuid (3 liters in total) is circulated between the
feed tank and module cylinder by a feed pump at very low
pumping rate, corresponding to a velocity in the module cyl-
inder below 1  102 m/s. The temperature is monitored
during the experiment by a thermometer in the feed tank,
and the temperature is kept constant by a thermostatic regu-
lation on the feed side. The membrane module can be
vibrated in the module cylinder at variable frequency and
amplitude by a ‘‘rotation head,’’ and the frequency and am-
plitude can be varied independently. Suspensions of bakers
yeast cells are ﬁltrated. Solutions contained 8 kg/m3 dry
weight bakers yeast. The suspensions were all buffered to a
pH of 6.3 by adding 100 ml of 30 mM phosphate buffer
(KH2PO4/Na2HPO47H2O), which yield a feed buffer con-
centration of 1 mM. Relevant membrane parameters are
listed in Table 1 together with the module hydrodynamic pa-
rameters used in this work.
The skin layer is located on the outside of the ﬁbers,
which are made of a polyethersulphone (PES) and polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone (PVP) blend in a 98/2% ratio. PVP is added to
make the ﬁbers more hydrophilic as hydrophilic membranes
tend to foul less. The average water permeability of the
clean membrane module was measured to 2.2  108 m/(s
 Pa) with a standard deviation of 13% based on 16 mea-
surements. Neither an increasing nor a decreasing tendency
of the water permeability was observed during the experi-
mental work. Between each experiment, the membrane mod-
ule was chemically cleaned with a 2% alkaline solution (P3
Ultrasil-141) for 30 minutes at 50C.
Improvements of the system have been made compared
with the system used and described earlier.1,12 The number
of ﬁbers has been decreased from 54 to 9. The membrane
area/module volume ratio has, therefore, been decreased, but
the modiﬁed conﬁguration makes it much easier to do repa-
ration in case of a single ﬁber breakage. The liquid level
above the module has also been increased from 1  102 m
to 15  102 m. In the old system, with a liquid level above
the module of only 1  102 m, air bubbles were induced
and spread out in the whole module cylinder because of the
fast vibrating module. The air bubbles might have disturbed
the picture so that the effect of the pure vibrations was not
clear. In the new system, with a liquid level of 15  102 m
above the module, no air bubbles are induced at the liquid
Figure 3. Sketch of the experimental apparatus.
[Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Figure 2. TMP related key parameters.
Upper plot: Step up method. Pavg, dP/dt, and DP60. Lower
plot: Step up down method. Pavg and dP/dt. n: number of
the ﬂux step Jn.
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surface. Though air bubbles are often reported to reduce
fouling in MBR systems, we focus on investigating effects
of pure vibrations with our system so the elimination of air
bubbles is an advantage from that point of view.
Experimental Procedures
All experiments were conducted at the same hydrodynamic
and physical conditions as listed in Table 1. The vibration fre-
quency and amplitude of 20 s1 and 1.375  103 m, respec-
tively, can be calculated into an average surface shear rate of
1235 s1 according to the ﬂuid dynamical equation of our pre-
vious work.12 The mass ﬂow of permeate and TMP were
logged every 4th second in all experiments, and the feed recir-
culation velocity was kept very low, below 9  103 m/s in
the module cylinder between the module and the feed tank.
The operational parameters for the critical ﬂux determination
experiments are listed in Table 2. Each experimental run was
repeated three times. As a limit for acceptable fouling rate
(dP/dt), we use a value of 1.1 Pa/s (40 mbar/h), which we
have deﬁned and used in a previous study, in which critical
ﬂuxes were determined using a step up down method, for the
same type of feed suspension.12 This limit indicates the shift
from slow fouling to rapid fouling.
The values of the ﬂux start level, step length, and step
height were chosen at the same level as for many earlier
reported critical ﬂux studies. Constant suction experiments
for 5 and 1/2 hours were also conducted to verify the experi-
mentally determined critical ﬂuxes. Each constant suction
experiment was conducted three times. Experiments were
conducted at, above and below, the average experimentally
determined critical ﬂux:
• Sub-critical ﬂux: 2.8  106 m/s below the average
determined critical ﬂux (Cho and Fane13 state that extended
operation at a ﬁxed ‘‘sustainable’’ ﬂux should be possible as
long as the ﬂux is substantially below the nominal critical
ﬂux of the dominant foulant).
• At the average determined critical ﬂux.
• Supra-critical ﬂux: 2.8  106 m/s above the average
determined critical ﬂux.
Each experiment was initiated by slowly step-wise
increasing the ﬂux until the ﬁxed ﬂux level was reached.
Step length of 120 seconds and step heights of 5.6  107
m/s were used to reach the ﬁxed ﬂux level not to over-foul
the membrane by imposing the given ﬂux level immediately.
The importance of a slow start-up procedure is underlined
by Le Clech et al.6 who proposed a small initial step height.
Also, Chen et al.,14 working with microﬁltration and ultraﬁl-
tration of silica particles, stated that slow incrementation of
the ﬂux to a given value can result in a signiﬁcantly lower
TMP than the direct application of that ﬂux.
Results and Discussion
Critical ﬂux determination
The critical ﬂuxes were determined in different ways
using a step up and a step up down method. The TMP
curves were analyzed as sketched in Figure 2. At a certain
ﬂux level, for both methods, the increase of pumping rate
was not able to increase the ﬂux further, and the limiting
ﬂux was reached (around 1.25  105 m/s). After that, the
ﬂux actually decreases when the pumping rate is increased.
This is probably because after the critical ﬂux has been
reached, cavities are induced in the permeate pump because
of deposition, fouling, and probably pore blocking of the
membrane which lead to a large increase in hydraulic resist-
ance. The pump is, therefore, not able to maintain the ﬂux.
Bacchin15 has proposed a theoretical link, stating that the
critical ﬂux equals 2/3 of the limiting ﬂux, which then will
give a critical ﬂux of around 8.3  106 m/s.
In Figure 4, it is seen how the critical ﬂux is determined
based on the dP/dt parameter, fouling rate, when plotted vs.
the ﬂux for both methods for a random choice of operational
parameters. The uncertainty in the fouling rates is seen as
the standard deviation, especially above the critical ﬂux, is
very high whereas below this level the fouling rate is rela-
tively constant. The convective forces dragging the main
foulant species toward the membrane must exceed the drag
forces away from the membrane surface around the critical
ﬂux, making the fouling rate curve ‘‘break’’. However, the
fouling rate is not zero below the critical ﬂux, which indi-
cates a slow, progressive fouling build-up below the critical
ﬂux. Therefore, in our case the critical ﬂux indicates a
change in the type of fouling and not the onset of fouling.
Using the method of Le Clech et al.,6 the critical ﬂux was
further determined from plots of the ﬂux vs. the average
pressure Pavg (TMP), which is shown in Figure 5 for a ran-
dom choice of operational parameters. The deviation from
linearity can be identiﬁed as a critical ﬂux. It is, furthermore,
seen that the critical ﬂux is of the weak form, according to
the deﬁnition of the work of Field et al.,16 as the slope is
smaller than the slope of the water ﬂux curve. This, prob-
ably, indicates adsorption that changes the permeability of
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the membrane. We have earlier determined such irreversible
adsorption resistances caused by macromolecular adsorption
on ultraﬁltration membranes.17 The decreasing behavior of
the ﬂux is probably caused by cavitations in the pump at the
largest ﬂux levels.
The critical ﬂux based on the parameter DP0 (Figure 6) is
identiﬁed at the point where the value (or the standard devia-
tion) undergo a dramatic change. In Figure 6, three step
lengths for the step up method are shown. It is seen that
using this parameter for identiﬁcation of the critical ﬂux,
with our experimental system, is very uncertain. For a step
length of 1200 s, a relatively large deviation in the curve is
observed slightly above 1.1  105 m/s, but the deviation
could also be assessed just slightly above 5.6  106 m/s if
the ﬂuctuation in the curve at that point is deﬁned as being
too large. For the step length of 600 and 300 s, the critical
ﬂux has to be identiﬁed as the levels where the standard
deviation of the curves starts to increase, since the value
itself ﬂuctuate, which is around 8.3  106 m/s and 6.1 
106 m/s, respectively. Le Clech et al.6 have observed a sig-
niﬁcant increase in DP0 for the longer step length (7200 s),
using a MBR system processing sludge and sewage, but at
lower step lengths, the effect on DP0 is less pronounced,
which also seems to be the case with our system. Altogether,
as seen in Figure 6 for our system, the critical ﬂux determi-
nation using this parameter is very uncertain.
As seen in Figure 7, the experimentally determined critical
ﬂuxes are mostly sensitive to the used step length when the
step up method is used, but also to some extent for the step
up down method. For the step up method, the average criti-
cal ﬂux value is 8.3  106 m/s  30%, whereas the value
is 9.7  106 m/s  11% for the step up down method.
Therefore, the results of the two methods cannot be charac-
terized as being different within the experimental error. It
should be noted that the prediction of the critical ﬂux as 2/3
of the limiting ﬂux, reported by Bacchin,15 seems to be rea-
sonable in our case although one should not really conclude
much based on data with such large error. However, the ‘‘2/
3’’ theoretical link between critical and limiting ﬂux is based
on the assumption that a ﬂux distribution and a boundary
layer thickness distribution exist along the membrane sur-
face. Bacchin states, ‘‘the critical ﬂux is reached when irre-
versible fouling occurs locally on the membrane, whereas
Figure 5. Flux vs. TMP for one of the step up experi-
ment (step length: 1200 s, step height: 5.8 3
1027 m/s, ﬂux start level J0: 1.9 3 10
26 m/s)
and for one of the step up down experiment
(step length: 600 s, step height: 5.8 3 1027
m/s, ﬂux start level: 1.9 3 1026 m/s).
Standard deviation for the three identical experiments is
shown with error bars and the water ﬂux curve is shown as
well.
Figure 6. DP0 vs. ﬂux for the step up experiments. Step
length: 1200, 600, and 300 s, step height: 5.8 3
1027 m/s, ﬂux start level J0: 1.93 10
26 m/s.
Standard deviation is shown with error bars.
[Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Figure 4. Fouling rate (dP/dt) vs. ﬂux for one of the
step up experiment (step length: 1200 s, step
height: 5.8 3 1027 m/s, ﬂux start level J0: 1.9
3 1026 m/s) and for one of the step up
down experiments (step length: 600 s, step
height: 5.8 3 1027 m/s, ﬂux start level: 1.9 3
1026 m/s).
Standard deviation for the three identical experiments is
shown with error bars. The fouling rate threshold limit of
1.1 Pa/s is adapted from our previous work12.
[Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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the limiting ﬂux is reached when the whole membrane sur-
face operates above the critical ﬂux.’’15 This could be the
same case for our system.
Generally, the determined critical ﬂuxes increase with
increasing step length. This is opposite to the observations
reported by Le Clech et al.,6 and Choi and Dempsey9 who
reported decreasing critical ﬂuxes with increasing step
length, which might be due to the possibility for fouling to
build-up during a longer step length period, causing a
decreased critical ﬂux. However, other effects must be domi-
nant during operation of our system. Kwon and Vignes-
waran,7 and Guo et al.8 reported no effect of different step
lengths on the determined critical ﬂuxes, which is also con-
tradictory to our observations. Even though one has to
remember that these systems are different from our system,
as well as the nature of the feed solutions/suspensions are
not the same, the reason and mechanism behind our
observed tendency of increasing critical ﬂux with increasing
step length is not known, but part of the variation in the data
might be ascribed to experimental error. Furthermore, when
using step length of 1200 s, a higher ﬂux start level of 4.4 
106 m/s, and a larger step height of 1.3  106 m/s, the
determined critical ﬂux is around half the value as that with
the lower ﬂux start level and step height. However, it is sur-
prising that less fouling is observed at longer ﬁltration step
lengths when the step height and ﬂux start level are ﬁxed.
Overall, it must be concluded that experimentally deter-
mined critical ﬂuxes, in our case, are very sensitive to choice
of operational parameters. Altogether, it must be stated in
our case that these critical ﬂux measurements are useless in
itself as critical ﬂux predictors. However, as will be shown
later, the data will be used as starting points for veriﬁcation
experiments.
Fouling irreversibility
The advantage of the step up down method is, in theory,
the possibility of determining the onset of irreversible foul-
ing which by Bacchin et al.2 is referred to as the irreversibil-
ity critical ﬂux form. This can be done by depicting the dif-
ference in ﬂux, TMP, and fouling rate for ‘‘same level
steps,’’ which is similar to the SWB method described by
Espinasse et al.11
Figure 8 shows the difference in ﬂux, TMP, and fouling
rate between the same level steps, n. When fouling is revers-
ible, the ﬂux, TMP, and fouling rate difference should be
zero as the pump operates at the same rate at that certain
step and, therefore, an eventual polarized layer should
decrease when the suction pressure is released back to a pre-
vious level. When fouling starts to get irreversible, the TMP
will not be restored when moving from step n,i to step n,ii
because in-between the ﬂux has passed a higher ﬂux step.
According to Espinasse et al.,11 a transition from a dispersed
to a condensed phase occur at the membrane surface when
the permeate ﬂux is high enough to overcome the dispersive
repulsive forces between the suspended components, and
between the surface and the suspended components. At this
stage, pore blocking or constriction is probably likely to
occur. The point, where the differences in ﬂux, TMP, and
Figure 7. Critical ﬂuxes for step up method (left) using step lengths of 300, 600, and 1200 s and based on different
pressure related parameters (Pavg, dP/dt, and DP0), and for the step up down method (right) using step
lengths of 300 and 600 s using the Pavg and dP/dt parameters.
Step height ¼ 5.8  107 m/s and ﬂux start level ¼ 1.9  106 m/s. NB: 1200 s*; experiment conducted with a step length of 1200 s, a
ﬂux start level of 4.4  106 m/s, and a step height of 1.3  106 m/s.
Figure 8. Step up down method.
Flux, TMP, and fouling rate difference between same level
steps. Indication of fouling irreversibility. Step length: 600 s,
step height: 5.8  107 m/s, ﬂux start level: 1.9  106 m/s.
[Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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fouling rate are no longer zero, is taken as the irreversible
critical ﬂux form. Actually, when looking at Figure 8, it is
seen that the TMP difference curve, before the break, is
throughout most of the ﬂux interval slightly above zero (0.8
kPa  0.4 kPa), which indicate slow build-up of irreversible
fouling during the whole experiment. Therefore, it might be
more correct to refer to a ‘‘sustainability of fouling irreversi-
bility’’ even though 0.8 kPa  0.4 kPa is a very low and
almost undetectable pressure difference. The ﬂux and fouling
rate difference, before the curves break, is 5.8  108 m/s
 150% and 0.22 Pa/s  410%, respectively, which shows
that within the standard deviation, these values are not sig-
niﬁcantly different from zero. The ﬂuxes, at which irreversi-
ble fouling is observed (irreversible critical ﬂux form), by
using the step up down method is depicted in Figure 9.
It can be seen that the ﬂux level, at which irreversible
fouling is observed, is dependent upon the used step length
as well as the method, by which the ﬂux level is determined
(ﬂux, dP/dt, or Pavg difference). The main tendency, similar
to the step up method, is that increased step length leads to
increase in critical irreversibility ﬂux. The average ﬂux level
for irreversible fouling is 1.1  105 m/s  13% which is
slightly higher compared with the critical ﬂuxes for the step
up method (8.3106 m/s  30%) and for the step up down
method (9.7  106 m/s  11%). This was also expected,
according to the deﬁnitions of the different types of critical
ﬂuxes given in the appendix A of Bacchin et al.,2 as the dif-
ference between weak form of critical ﬂux and irreversible
form of critical ﬂux is that the total hydraulic ﬁltration re-
sistance is the sum of membrane and adsorption resistance
(weak form critical ﬂux) and membrane, adsorption and re-
versible resistance (irreversible form critical ﬂux), respec-
tively. However, regarding the large variation in the deter-
mined critical ﬂuxes and in the irreversible form critical
ﬂuxes, one should be very cautious in differentiating
between weak form critical ﬂux and irreversible form critical
ﬂux from our measurements as the values are all within the
experimental error (standard deviation). Therefore, one can-
not conclude a difference in the different determined critical
ﬂux forms.
Critical ﬂuxes tested against constant suction
experiments
As seen in the previous section, the determined critical
ﬂuxes vary quite much from 5.6  106 m/s to 1.2  105
m/s and are very dependent upon the used step length and
also the combination of step height and the ﬂux start level
as well as the determination method. Therefore, the data
should be veriﬁed against constant suction experiments.
Three 5 and 1/2 hours constant suction experiments were
conducted, each repeated three times. The three ﬂux levels
were chosen based on the average values of the determined
critical ﬂuxes from the ﬂux-stepping experiments:
• J0 ¼ 5.6  106 m/s. This ﬂux level was chosen in
order to be below the average critical ﬂux value.
• J0 ¼ 8.3  106 m/s. This ﬂux level was chosen in
order to seek to be around the critical ﬂux.
• J0 ¼ 1.1  105 m/s. This ﬂux level was chosen in
order to seek to be in the supra-critical ﬂux regime around
the onset of irreversible fouling.
In Figure 10 and Figure 11 the ﬂux and TMP versus time
for the constant suction experiments are shown.
The 1.1  105m/s experiments clearly show that this
ﬂux level is supra-critical and not sustainable. The ﬂux in
the supra-critical regime is not sustainable and decreases rel-
atively fast in the ﬁrst 4 and 1/2 hours (16,200 s), probably
because of cavitations in the pump. The TMP curve at su-
pra-critical ﬂux increases linearly in the ﬁrst 1 and 1/2 hour
with a slope, fouling rate, of 14.5 Pa/s which is more than
one order of magnitude larger than the acceptable fouling
rate limit of 1.1 Pa/s. After around 2 hours (7200 s), the per-
meate pump probably started to cavitate, explaining the ﬂux
decrease and the leveling out of the TMP curve. It is seen
that in the experiment at 8.3  106m/s, the ﬂux level might
be at some critical or intermediate level with a TMP
Figure 9. The ﬂux level at the onset of irreversible foul-
ing based on ﬂux, dP/dt, and Pavg difference.
Step up down method.
Step length: 300 and 600 s, step height: 5.8  107 m/s,
and ﬂux start level 1.9  106 m/s.
Figure 10. Flux vs. time for the constant suction
experiments with ﬂux start levels J0 of 1.1 3
1025m/s, 8.3 3 1026m/s, and 5.6 3 1026m/s.
Error bars show the standard deviation between the three
repetitions of each experiment.
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increasing almost linearly with a slope, fouling rate, of 1.4
Pa/s. This fouling rate is slightly above the earlier deﬁned
limit. Only the experiments conducted at 5.6  106 m/s,
seems to be in a sub-critical and sustainable ﬂux regime
with a fouling rate below the accepted limit (0.4 Pa/s). The
difference in the TMP curves probably indicate differences
in the mode of fouling at the different ﬂux levels or at least
the degree of fouling is signiﬁcantly different. Where pore
blocking is probably likely to have occurred at the highest
ﬂux level, only minor depositions and pore constrictions
might have occurred at the lowest ﬂux level. However, as
seen in Figure 10, the ﬂuxes also decrease slightly in the
experiments, J0 ¼ 5.6106 m/s and 8.3106 m/s, which
indicate slowly, but progressively, fouling build-up on the
membrane.
As mentioned earlier, step-by-step methods only determine
critical ﬂuxes for the dominant fouling species, which in our
case probably corresponds to whole yeast cell, or maybe
larger yeast cell debris, but still, extracellular polymeric sub-
stances (EPS) from the yeast cells can cause severe fouling
and is likely also to cause part of the permeability drop. The
inﬂuence of EPS on membrane fouling and on macromolecu-
lar transmission has been investigated and described in other
parts of our research.10
Altogether, the step-by-step experiments generated critical
ﬂux values with very large standard deviation. Thus, in itself
these values are useless to predict critical ﬂuxes. However,
when using these values as start guesses in constant ﬂux ver-
iﬁcation experiments, a sub-critical and sustainable ﬂux was
actually identiﬁable. The duration of the veriﬁcation experi-
ment was 5 and 1/2 hours, and therefore the sustainable time
period is 5 and 1/2 hours.
Conclusions
The aims of this article are
(i) to show that one cannot be sure to use a critical ﬂux
value based on one single step-by-step measurement to
actually determine a critical ﬂux.
This has been proved, as two different critical ﬂux deter-
mination methods both generated critical ﬂux values with
large standard deviation. The average critical ﬂuxes for the
step up method is 8.3  106 m/s  30%, whereas the aver-
age of the critical ﬂuxes for the step up down method is 9.7
 106 m/s  11%. Thus, the two methods gave the same
results within the experiment error, and because of the large
standard deviation, the critical ﬂux values are in itself use-
less as predictors for sustainable ﬂux regimes. Furthermore,
the theoretical possibility of determining the onset of irre-
versible fouling, using the step up down procedure, was not
achievable in our case, and differentiation between irreversi-
ble critical ﬂux form and weak critical ﬂux was, therefore,
not possible because of the large standard deviation in the
obtained values. How to use the two ﬂux-stepping proce-
dures have been described in detail.
(ii) to show that step-by-step determined critical ﬂuxes has
to be veriﬁed against constant ﬂux experiments.
Using the step-by-step determined critical ﬂuxes as start
guesses for constant ﬂux veriﬁcation experiments, a sub-crit-
ical and sustainable ﬂux was actually identiﬁed. Distinctions
in the fouling levels were observed at ﬂux levels of 1.1 
105 m/s, 8.3  106 m/s, and 5.6  106 m/s. Only the
5.6  106 m/s level was in the sub-critical ﬂux region and
sustainable. Thus, the lowest determined critical ﬂux values
turned out to be at a sustainable level.
(iii) to emphasize that when talking about critical ﬂuxes
and sustainable ﬂux regimes, a time period for sustainability
has to be assessed.
The duration of the constant ﬂux veriﬁcation experiments
was 5 and 1/2 hours. Thus, in our case the sustainability
time is 5 and 1/2 hours. Whether this ﬂux level is sustain-
able after 5 and 1/2 hours cannot be assessed from these
data.
Overall, one should be very cautious in talking about sus-
tainable ﬂuxes based on critical ﬂux values determined from
step-by-step determination procedures. One should at least
consider the three conclusions of this article in the evalua-
tion of critical ﬂux results obtained from ﬂux-stepping
experiments.
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The vibrating membrane bioreactor (VMBR) system facilitates the possibility of conducting a separation
of macromolecules (BSA) from larger biological components (yeast cells) with a relatively high and stable
macromolecular transmission at sub-critical flux. This is not possible to achieve for a static non-vibrating
membrane module. A BSA transmission of 74% has been measured in the separation of 4 g/L BSA from
8g/L dry weight yeast cells in suspension at sub-critical flux (20 L/(m2 h)). However, this transmission is
lower than the 85% BSA transmission measured for at pure 4g/L BSA solution. This can be ascribed to
the presence of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) from the yeast cells. The initial fouling rate for
constant sub-critical flux filtration of unwashed yeast cells is 3–4 times larger than for washed yeast cells
(18 (mbar/h)/5 (mbar/h)). At sub-critical flux, an EPS transmission of around 32% is measured for a pure
yeast cell suspension. Thus, EPS and BSA are “competing” in being transmitted which might explain the
lowered BSA transmission in the presence of yeast cells. Additionally, EPS heavily foul the membranes,
leading to a 86% permeability drop and a fouling resistance 6 times larger than the membrane resis-
tance after 5 12 h of constant sub-critical flux filtration (20 L/(m
2 h)) of pure 8g/L dry weight yeast cell
suspensions. Thus, the addition of hydraulic resistance caused by EPS might also explain the lowered
BSA transmission, in the presence of yeast cells, since the membrane pores might be narrowed or partly
blocked. EPS is, furthermore, able to cause a relatively large permeability drop even on a membrane
module pre-fouled by EPS.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Submerged suction pressure driven membrane systems are of in-
creasing interest and are often reported in relation to waste water
treatment. However, applications in other areas are also seen. When
connected to, or submerged into, a fermentation tank, waste water
tank, or another tank or reactor, from which water or eventually a
solute has to be continually removed, such a setup is called a sub-
merged membrane bioreactor (SMBR) or simply just a membrane
bioreactor (MBR). In contrast to more conventional membrane filtra-
tion systems, which are often operated at constant pressure, MBR's
are often operated at constant flux, controlled by a suction pump.
The pump creates a lowered pressure on the permeate side, thereby
inducing a pressure driving force which often is relatively low. When
operating at constant flux, the transport towards the membrane
surface is kept constant which might be advantageous in order to
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +4545252946; fax: +4545882258.
E-mail address: gj@kt.dtu.dk (G. Jonsson).
0009-2509/$ - see front matter © 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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handle and control fouling problems. MBR's in different configura-
tions have been described widely in the literature in treatment of
waste water (Defrance and Jaffrin, 1999; Le Clech et al., 2003; Ognier
et al., 2004; Kimura et al., 2005; Yamato et al., 2006; Guglielmi
et al., 2007; Jeison and van Lier, 2007; Guo et al., 2008; Matosic
et al., 2008), yeast cell suspensions and biomass suspensions in gen-
eral (Chang and Fane, 2001; Cho and Fane, 2002; Fane et al., 2002;
Beier et al., 2006; Beier and Jonsson, 2007; Akram and Stucky, 2008),
and different inorganic substances/particles (latex, bentonite) (Kim
and DiGiano, 2006). The critical flux concept is widely used as a
guideline flux, below which fouling in principle is avoided. Much
have been said and stated about the strong and weak form of the
critical flux hypothesis (Field et al., 1995), and in the later years there
seem to be a general agreement that the term “normally sub-critical
flux”, “sub-critical flux”, or “sustainable flux” is a term that can be
used as a guideline level for the flux at which only an acceptable
TMP increase in a given period of time is observed when the flux is
kept constant (Cho and Fane, 2002; Ognier et al., 2004; Hughes and
Field, 2006; Bacchin et al., 2006).
MBR operation performance and fouling is often related
to the presence of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS)
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(Hernandez Rojas et al., 2005; Ye et al., 2005a,b; Chen et al., 2006;
Al-Halbouni et al., 2008; Xiu-Fen et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Arabi
and Nakhla, 2008) that cover a wide range of more or less defined
components following in the wake of biological species, e.g. cells
and bacteria. A widely used approach to avoid fouling in MBR's is
the use of air bubbles (Fane et al., 2002; Psoch and Schiewer, 2005;
Li et al., 2005; Kim and DiGiano, 2006), but membrane module vi-
brations, inducing shear at the membrane surface, can also be used
in order to avoid or reduce fouling problems. Such a system have
been described and tested by Genkin et al. (2006) in the filtration
of yeast cell suspensions, and we have also earlier tested such a
vibrating system, consisting of a vibrating hollow fiber membrane
module, in the filtration of yeast cell suspensions (Beier et al., 2006)
and in the separation of -amylase enzymes from yeast cells (Beier
and Jonsson, 2007). Our vibrating membrane bioreactor (VMBR) sys-
tem is also often referred to as a dynamic microfiltration system. This
system has the advantage of being able to operate at a very low
feed flow velocity (<1 cm/s in the module cylinder) and at very low
trans-membrane pressures (TMP <100mbar). The advantage of our
system is the possibility of separating macromolecules from cell and
other particular material with a high macromolecular transmission.
The transmission of macromolecules in microfiltration will often de-
crease with time as an eventual fouling layer is build up and con-
solidated. Therefore, it is a challenge to achieve constant and high
macromolecular transmission in the separation from larger species
like particles or cells. Not many papers have been published dealing
with the macromolecular transmission and its change around the
critical flux in MBR related systems. This, however, is very impor-
tant when trying to control membrane fouling and macromolecular
transmission.
The possibility of enhancing the macromolecular transmission by
using a backshock technique during crossflow microfiltration has
been reported by Jonsson and Wenten (1994) in combination with
the introduction of the feed to the porous support layer inside asym-
metric hollow fiber membranes. The backshock technique is a mod-
ification of backwash techniques in which the effective backshock
time is less than 0.1 s and the intervals between the backshocks are
1–5 s. For microfiltration of beer, Jonsson and Wenten report 100%
protein transmission with backshock compared to only 68% protein
transmission without backshock. For rennet and cellulase solutions,
98% and 100% transmission is observed compared to a transmission
without backshock of 55% and 50%, respectively. Guerra et al. (1997)
also used the backshock technique to achieve 100% casein trans-
mission, during crossflow microfiltration of skim milk, with a rather
open membrane (0.87m) along with a high retention of spores. In
all cases, the transmission is probably enhanced since the backshock
technique effectively prevents the loose and open fouling layer inside
the porous support of the hollow fibermembranes to consolidate and
that way block the pores. In crossflow microfiltration of skim milk
with a much smaller pore size (0.1m), Le Berre and Daufin (1996)
report that when the ratio between flux and effective wall shear
stress (J/weff ) is kept below a critical level, separation with almost
complete casein retention and 70–80% whey protein transmission is
possible. If the critical ratio is exceeded, the whey protein transmis-
sion decreases fast and the possible filtration time decreases. Also,
Gésan-Guiziou et al. (1999, 2000) describe the decreasing flux and
soluble protein transmission in skim milk microfiltration when the
ratio of flux and effective wall shear stress is exceeded. Below the
critical level, no marked fouling by colloidal particles is observed.
Sadr Ghayeni et al. (1996) mention the “flux-retention dilemma”;
below the critical flux the transmission of, for example, viruses and
nutrients in wastewater microfiltration is high whereas it decreases
because of pore fouling above the critical flux. Therefore, in some
contexts the transmission is desirable whereas in other contexts it
is not. Persson et al. (2001) reports that even though no filter cake is
present (below the critical flux), protein retention could be detected
because of protein adsorption on the membrane leading to narrow-
ing of the pores in microfiltration of lactic acid-producing bacteria.
This means that due to adsorption, one should not expect full protein
transmission even though the flux is kept below the critical level.
Metsa¨muuronen et al. (2002), however, did not detect a decrease in
protein transmission when the critical flux is exceeded. In ultrafil-
tration of myoglobin solutions they report that the protein transmis-
sion is high and increasing with flux until the critical flux is reached.
Beyond the critical flux, the transmission remains almost constant
and is highest when the pH is closest to the isoelectric point (IEP)
of the proteins. Altogether, it is important to be aware of the trans-
mission performance and its behavior around the critical flux since
it apparently influences the selectivity and, therefore, the separation
performance of the system.
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the separation of macro-
molecules (BSA) from cells (yeast cells) and investigate the trans-
mission of BSA at sub-critical constant flux using our VMBR system.
The BSA transmission is affected by EPS from the yeast cells, and the
influence on fouling and transmission performance is evaluated by
comparing with transmission data from pure BSA filtration. In order
to understand the nature and influence of EPS fouling on BSA trans-
mission, pure yeast cell filtration are conducted and analyzed for (i)
clean and pre-fouled membranes, (ii) for constant sub-critical flux
filtration of washed and unwashed yeast cell suspensions, and (iii)
for similar constant flux filtrations at supra-, sub- and at the critical
flux.
2. Theory
The water permeability of clean and fouled membrane modules
is used to evaluate the different operational conditions. The perme-
ability of the membrane module is calculated according to Darcy's
law (Bird et al., 2002):
J = lp · TMP (1)
Thus, the permeability (lp) is the proportionality factor between the
volumetric flux (J), and the trans-membrane pressure (TMP). In or-
der to evaluate the extent of membrane fouling and fouling resis-










The total resistance towards transport through the membrane (Rtot)
can be divided into different sub-resistances. In this work, we are
only dealing with the membrane resistance (Rm), a membrane con-
stant, and the fouling resistance (Rf ), an additional resistance caused
by all kinds of membrane fouling. The membrane resistance is de-
termined from pure water experiments in which no fouling of the
membrane occurs. The permeability drop of the membrane is used
to evaluate the filtration performance and fouling characteristics, as
in our previous work (Beier et al., 2007):
Permeability drop = lp(initial) − lp(final)
lp(initial)
· 100% (3)
The initial and final permeabilities are determined from water flux
experiments and Darcy's law. The final permeability is measured af-
ter the experiment has been stopped and the system and membrane
module has been rinsed with water. Transmission of EPS and BSA
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The effects of vibrating the membrane module is the induction of an
enhanced surface shear rate (s). The main parameters affecting the
surface shear rate are the vibration frequency (f ) and the amplitude
(amp) (Beier et al., 2006):




[sin( · t) − cos( · t)] (5)
The oscillating surface shear rate is a function of time (t), angular fre-
quency (=2×× f ), velocity amplitude (v0 =amp×), and finally
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (). It is seen that, in theory, the
dependency of the vibration amplitude and frequency on the average
value of the surface shear rate is given as: s = function(amp1, f 3/2).
Often, enhanced surface shear rate increases the flux or the critical
flux. However, whether the flux-shear rate dependency is best de-
scribed by empirical power law correlation, like J = function(ns ), or
by more theoretical based back-transport mechanisms, like Brow-
nian diffusion, interaction induced migration, shear-induced diffu-
sivity, or lateral migration, is difficult to judge. For many dynamic
membrane filtration systems, power law correlation is often reported
suitable for describing flux-shear rate dependencies (Jaffrin et al.,
2004). On the other side, for many more conventional crossflow
based membrane filtration systems, shear-induced diffusivity back-
transport is often suitable for prediction of critical fluxes for species
like yeast cells (Li et al., 2000) which are being filtrated in this study.
3. Materials and methods
The VMBR system consists of a module with hollow fibers placed
vertically in a bundle. The “old” version of the system (membrane
area 488 cm2, liquid level above module ∼ 1 cm) is described in de-
tails by Beier and Jonsson (2007) and a new/modified version (mem-
brane area 84 cm2, liquid level above module ∼ 15 cm) is described
in a recent paper (Beier and Jonsson, 2008). Despite the different
membrane areas, the old and new versions of the system are almost
identical. However, the increased liquid level above the module in
the new modified system eliminates the induction of air bubbles at
the surface in the module cylinder during vibration so that the pure
effect of module vibration is easier to evaluate. A sketch of the mod-
ified system is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental apparatus.
The fibers are made of a polyethersulphone (PES) and
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) blend in a 98%/2% ratio. PVP is added
in order to make the fibers more hydrophilic. The pore sizes of the
fibers vary from 0.36 to 0.50m. The skin layer is located on the
outside of the fibers which are all closed in the bottom ends through
the steel plate. The top ends of the fibers are, via a permeate gap
and the hollow rod (permeate pipe), connected to a suction pump
that sucks permeate through the fibers. Permeate is collected in a
beaker on an electronic scale connected to a PC. Permeate is man-
ually returned to the feed tank when the volume in the beaker is
around 100ml. The permeate pump is controlled by the PC, and the
corresponding TMP is monitored and logged by the PC via a pressure
transducer. The module is placed in a plastic cylinder connected
to a feed tank. The feed fluid (3 L in total) is circulated between
the feed tank and module cylinder by a feed pump at a very low
pumping rate corresponding to a velocity in the module cylinder
around 0.9 cm/s. The membrane module can be vibrated vertically
in the module cylinder at variable frequency and amplitude by a
“rotation head”. Two different rotation heads were used with either
0.7 or 1.375mm amplitude. With the old module, 25Hz and 0.7mm
amplitude were chosen; corresponding to an average surface shear
rate value of approximately 880 s−1 according to Eq. (5). With the
new module, however, the frequency and amplitude were chosen
to 20Hz and 1.375mm, respectively, corresponding to an average
surface shear rate level of approximately 1230 s−1. The vibrational
levels were chosen rather arbitrarily with reduction of noise as a
main factor. However, as described in our previous work (Beier et al.,
2006), increasing surface shear rate increases the critical flux. This
is the reason for the increase in vibrational mode from the experi-
ments with old system to the experiments with the new system.
Feed solutions contained either 4 or 8g/L dry weight bakers yeast.
The suspensions were all buffered to a pH of 6.3 by adding 100ml
of 30mM phosphate buffer (KH2PO4/Na2HPO4 · 7H2O) which yield
a feed buffer concentration of 1mM. In the experiments concerning
BSA, a concentration of 4 g/L was used. The temperature in all exper-
iments was kept at 29 ◦C using a thermostatic bath and controlled by
a thermometer in the feed tank. This temperature was chosen since
it is at the same level as the temperature during many primary sep-
aration steps (e.g. drum filtration or centrifugation) used in the in-
dustry in the recovery of macromolecules from fermentation broth.
Higher temperatures also cause lower viscosity, and easier filterabil-
ity. In theory, our VMBR system is thought to replace such primary
separation.
Table 1 gives an overview of the conducted experiments. Five ex-
periments have been carried out either at constant flux (J-constant),
or at a flux-stepping mode (J-step). The flux and TMP data in Experi-
ment 3 is adapted from our previous work (Beier and Jonsson, 2008).
The effect of EPS from yeast cells is investigated in Experiment 4
by running identical filtrations on pre-washed and unwashed yeast
suspensions.
• Unwashed: The dry yeast cells are suspended in water.
• Washed: The dry yeast cells are suspended in 1 L of water and
centrifuged. After centrifugation, the supernatant is removed (and
UV absorbance ismeasured) and the remaining bottom yeast slurry
is resuspended in 1 L of water. The centrifugation procedure was
repeated 6 times. The suspension was left in the refrigerator for
24h between the 5th and 6th centrifugation in order to investigate
the time effect of the EPS washing-out.
The bulk supernatant absorption maximum was detected at 260nm
for EPS from yeast cells which is used as a measurement for the
EPS concentration. This is in agreement with the absorption maxi-
mum at 260–264nm for yeast suspension supernatant reported by
Hughes and Field (2006). Before and after each filtration, the
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Table 1
Overview of experimental work.
Exp. Module Feed Mode Vibration Description
1 New 4g/L BSA J-step + J-constant 20Hz 1.375mm Measurement of BSA transmission at sub-critical flux
2 New 8g/L yeast + 4g/L BSA J-step + J-constant 20Hz 1.375mm Measurement of BSA transmission at sub-critical flux in separation from yeast cells
3 New 8g/L yeast J-constant 20Hz 1.375mm Constant flux exp. below, at, and above Jc (Beier and Jonsson, 2008)
4 Old 4g/L yeast J-constant 25Hz 0.7mm Exp. below Jc with washed and unwashed yeast cells.
5 Old 4g/L yeast J-step 25Hz 0.7mm Flux step exp. with clean and pre-fouled membrane module
permeability of the membrane module is measured after rinsing
with water. The concentration of BSA is determined by measuring
the UV absorbance at 280nm. The chemically cleaning in all experi-
ments is conducted in 30min using a solution of 2% P3 Ultrasil-141
(alkaline cleaner) at 50 ◦C. In Experiment 5, a pre-fouled module is
used. The “pre-fouling state” is achieved after the filtration with the
clean module only by rinsing the module with water and, therefore,
no chemical cleaning.
A final minor batch experiments was conducted with a syringe
on which a small housing containing a 0.45m membrane was
mounted. The syringe has a volume of 50ml and together with the
membrane piece, the system comprises a batchmicrofiltration setup.
8 g/L yeast cell suspensions was filtrated on the system as well as su-
pernatant of an 8g/L yeast cell suspension. The supernatant was ob-
tained by centrifugation at 3500 rpm for 5min. UV absorbance was
measured on both types of permeate samples.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Experiment 1: transmission for a pure BSA solution
In order to evaluate the transmission performance of macro-
molecules through the membrane module, a pure BSA solution was
filtrated and the transmission was determined. Initially, the critical
flux was determined using a “step up down” procedure, described
earlier (Beier et al., 2006; Beier and Jonsson, 2007, 2008) with a step
length of 5min, step height of 2 L/(m2 h) and a flux start level of
6 L/(m2 h). The critical flux experiment lasted 3 12 h, and the flux was
increased to 50 L/(m2 h). The fouling rate never exceeded 25mbar/h,
and by using our previous defined and used acceptable fouling rate
limit of 40mbar/h (Beier et al., 2006; Beier and Jonsson, 2007, 2008),
we conclude that the critical flux of the pure BSA 4g/L solution
at the vibration degree of 20Hz and 1.375mm amplitude is above
50 L/(m2 h). In order to evaluate the sub-critical transmission perfor-
mance, a flux level of 20 L/(m2 h) was chosen for the constant sub-
critical flux experiment. For comparison, a similar experiment was
conducted with a static membrane module (no vibrations).
As seen in Fig. 2, the vibrational mode facilitates a high and appar-
ently stable BSA transmission around 85%. The corresponding TMP
curve reveals that after the first 4h, the pressure stabilizes at a con-
stant level around 20mbar. In the first 4h, the pressure increases
slightly from 10 to 20mbar probably because of adsorption that in-
creases the total hydraulic resistance of the membrane module. The
benefit of vibrations of the module is also revealed in Fig. 2 since
without vibrations, the TMP continually increases causing the trans-
mission to decrease from around 68%, initially, to around 45% after
6h of filtration. Finally, the vibrational mode vs. the non-vibrational
mode reveals a significant difference in the initial transmission level;
the initial transmission with vibrations is 85% whereas it is 68%
without vibrations. Therefore, the vibrations not only facilitate the
possibility of constant and stable transmission but also an enhanced
initial transmission level. This might be due to the fouling build-up
(even thought the BSA molecules are smaller than the membrane
pores) that is much reduced at the vibrational mode. An adsorbed































Fig. 2. Experiment 1. Transmission of BSA, and TMP for constant flux experiments
(20 L/(m2 h)) with BSA solutions (4 g/L) with vibrations (20Hz, 1.375mm amplitude,
1230 s−1 average surface shear rate), and without vibrations.
and might not be prevented by membrane vibrations and, there-
fore, the transmission is not 100% in the vibrational mode. How-
ever, an eventual initial adsorbed monolayer, probably present at
both vibrational and non-vibrational mode, might very rapidly, in the
non-vibrational mode, facilitate and act as a base for further fouling
build-up. Such additional fouling is probably reversible and, thus,
avoided in the vibrational mode. This might cause the difference in
initial transmission level. We have earlier proved the existence of
macromolecular monolayer adsorption on ultrafiltration polymeric
membranes that is irreversible attached to the surface (Beier et al.,
2007). Similar tendencies are described by Persson et al. (2001) who
report that below the critical flux, protein retention is detected be-
cause of adsorption on the membrane leading to narrowing of the
pores in microfiltration of lactic acid-producing bacteria. Jonsson
et al. (1992) have described the shear around the pore entrances in
microfiltration of BSA solutions in certain case to be quite high be-
cause of locally “high” hydrodynamic conditions. This might cause
denaturation of BSA molecules possible leading to aggregation and
eventually pore blocking. Therefore, complete protein transmission
should not be expected.
4.2. Experiment 2: separation of BSA from yeast cells
The transmission of pure BSA solutions at sub-critical flux
(20 L/(m2 h)) from Experiment 1 is now used to compare with simi-
lar transmission data for at 4 g/L BSA solution containing 8g/L dry
weight yeast cells in suspension. Initially, the critical flux for the so-
lution/suspension was measured in a similar manner as for the BSA
solution in Experiment 1. The critical flux is measured to be above
20 L/(m2 h). Thereafter, the constant sub-critical flux experiments
were conducted as seen in Fig. 3.
Again, as in Experiment 1, the pressure stabilizes after around 4h
of sub-critical flux filtration. In the first 4h, the TMP increases from





























Fig. 3. Experiment 2. TMP, and BSA transmission for constant sub-critical flux experiment (20 L/(m2 h)) with a 4g/L BSA solution containing 8g/L suspended dry weight
bakers yeast cells. Module vibrations: 20Hz, 1.375mm amplitude, 1230 s−1 average surface shear rate. The experiment is repeated three times and the standard deviation









































Fig. 4. Rf/Rm ratio, fouling resistance, and permeability drop after constant flux experiments at sub-critical flux, at critical flux, and at supra-critical flux. Feed: 8 g/L dry
weight yeast cells. Module vibrations: 20Hz, 1.375mm amplitude, 1230 s−1 average surface shear rate. Each experiment is repeated three times. Flux and pressure data
adapted from our previous work (Beier and Jonsson, 2008).
15mbar to around 70mbar probably because of adsorption and mi-
nor deposition on and inside the membrane of both BSA and EPS
from the yeast cells. As for the pure BSA experiment (Experiment 1,
Fig. 2), the BSA transmission at sub-critical flux is apparently stable.
However, in the presence of yeast cells, the transmission is lower
and around 74%, according to Fig. 3. Thus, the presence of yeast cells
apparently influences the level of BSA transmission, and EPS from
the yeast cells is probably the explanation. In order to investigate
this, further experiments have been conducted with pure yeast cell
suspensions to evaluate the impact of EPS fouling and EPS transmis-
sion (Experiment 3, 4 and 5).
4.3. Experiment 3: constant flux filtrations for yeast suspensions
We have earlier determined the overall average critical flux for
a 8g/L dry weight yeast cell to be 31± 7L/(m2 h) based on different
types of flux stepping experiments using varied step length, step
height, and flux start level (Beier and Jonsson, 2008). In that paper,
we also presented 5 12 h constant suction filtrations at sub-critical
flux (20 L/(m2 h)), at critical flux (30 L/(m2 h)), and at supra-critical
flux (40 L/(m2 h)) (Beier and Jonsson, 2008).
Analysis of these constant flux filtrations are shown in Fig. 4
where the fouling resistance (Eq. (2)) after the filtration test is shown
together with the ratio between the fouling resistance and the mem-
brane resistance. Permeability drop (Eq. (3)) during the filtrations
are shown as well. First of all is worth noting that in all cases
large permeability drop during the filtrations are observed; 86, 89
and 97% at sub-critical, at critical, and at supra-critical flux, respec-
tively. Thus, even at sub-critical flux, a large permeability drop is
observed probably caused by adsorption and irreversible deposition
of EPS from the yeast cell that is washed out initially or during
the filtration experiments. The permeability drop increases slightly
when going from sub-critical flux to critical flux, and an additional
permeability drop is observed when moving to supra-critical flux.
Similarly, the fouling resistance increases from sub-critical flux to
supra-critical flux. At sub-critical flux it is seen that after filtration
the fouling resistance is around 6 times larger than the membrane
resistance, whereas it is 8 times larger after constant critical flux fil-
tration. However, after supra-critical flux filtration, the fouling resis-
tance is 37 times larger than the membrane resistance. Altogether,
it is seen that fouling caused by EPS during yeast cell filtration is
very significant and mostly pronounced at supra-critical flux. How-
ever, even at sub-critical flux the effect of EPS from the yeast cells
is large leading to a 86% drop in membrane permeability, and an
irreversible fouling resistance 6 times larger than the membrane
resistance.
The level of EPS during these constant flux filtrations were mea-
sured by UV absorbance measurements of permeate and bulk super-
natant samples.
Fig. 5 reveals that the level of EPS increases continually and almost
linear during the filtrations. From the data in Fig. 5, the transmis-
sion is calculated taking the absorbance values as the concentrations
(Eq. (4)).
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In Fig. 6 it is seen that the transmission of EPS is more or less
the same for sub-critical flux and critical flux. The level is slightly
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Fig. 5. Experiment 3. Bulk supernatant and permeate UV absorbance (260nm) during
constant sub-critical (20 LMH = 20 (L/(m2 h)), critical (30 LMH), and supra-critical
(40 LMH) filtration tests, respectively. Standard deviations of three repetitions are
shown with error bars. Module vibrations: 20Hz, 1.375mm amplitude, 1230 s−1
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Fig. 6. Experiment 3. EPS transmission during constant sub-critical
(20 LMH= 20 (L/(m2 h)), critical (30 LMH), and supra-critical (40 LMH) constant flux
experiments, respectively. Feed: 8 g/L dry weight yeast cells. Module vibrations:
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Fig. 7. Yeast cell washing procedure. Centrifugation of 4 g/L yeast cell suspension. UV absorbance of bulk supernatant at 260nm. Between the 5th and 6th centrifugation
the suspension was left for 24h in a refrigerator.
supra-critical flux, however, the transmission is lower and around
26–27%. Thus, part of the EPS is transmitted through the mem-
brane and, therefore, in Experiment 2 the transmission must be a
“competition” between BSA and EPS. This might explain that the 74%
BSA transmission in Experiment 2 for a mixture of BSA and yeast
cells is lower than the 85% BSA transmission for pure BSA solutions
(Experiment 1). In order to be able to propose that it is EPS (and not,
e.g., yeast cell debris) that competes with BSA in being transmitted,
a minor batch experiment was conducted. UV absorbance (260nm)
was measured on permeate from a microfiltration batch experiment
on an 8g/L yeast cell suspension (absorbance 1.125) and from super-
natant from an 8g/L yeast cell suspension (absorbance 1.122). Since
the permeate absorbance is almost identical within experimental er-
ror in these two filtration trials, we believe that it is actually EPS
that causes the decrease in BSA transmission in the presence of yeast
cells.
4.4. Experiment 4: washed vs. unwashed yeast suspensions
To further investigate the influence of EPS from the yeast cells
during filtration, we have earlier conducted constant flux experi-
ments with a 4g/L dry weight yeast cell suspensions at sub-critical
flux (30 L/(m2 h)). With this feed concentration and a vibrational
mode of 25Hz and 0.7mm amplitude, the critical flux has been de-
termined to 36 L/(m2 h) using the step up down procedurewith a step
length of 4min, a step height of 2 L/(m2 h), and a flux start level
of 6 L/(m2 h). Constant flux filtrations were carried out with both
unwashed yeast cells and washed yeast cells. During the washing
procedure, the supernatant UV absorbance was measured as seen
in Fig. 7.
The amount of EPS decreases along with the suspension and cen-
trifugation procedures. However, it is also revealed that some EPS
is slowly washed out since the level of EPS is higher after the 6th
centrifugation before which the suspension has been left for 24h in
a refrigerator. Thus, part of the EPS is easily removed and another
part is apparently more slowly being washed out.
Fig. 8 shows that the level of the fouling resistance is higher and
increases more for the unwashed yeast cells and after 2h reaches
a level equal to the membrane resistance. For the washed yeast
cells, the fouling resistance reaches a level equal to the membrane
resistance after around 7h. It is seen that apparently not all EPS
is washed out during the washing procedure (which was also seen
in Fig. 7) since the fouling resistance also increases for the washed
yeast cell suspension during filtration. Fig. 8 gives an impression
of the impact of EPS on the evolution of the fouling resistance and
that it can be reduced by a washing procedure and, therefore, has a
high impact on hydraulic resistance when not washed. It might also
explain the slightly decreasing EPS transmission which was seen in
Fig. 6 since the fouling resistance is continually increasing which
might be caused by partly blocking or pore narrowing.
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Fig. 8. Fouling resistance during constant sub-critical flux filtration (30 L/(m2 h)) of washed yeast cells and unwashed yeast cells. Feed: 4 g/L dry weight yeast cells. Module
vibrations: 25Hz, 0.7mm amplitude, 880 s−1 average surface shear rate.
y = 5x + 23
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Fig. 9. TMP during constant sub-critical flux filtration (30 L/(m2 h)) of washed yeast cells and unwashed yeast cells. Feed: 4 g/L dry weight yeast cells. Module vibrations:
25Hz, 0.7mm amplitude, 880 s−1 average surface shear rate. Linear regression lines show the fouling rates in “mbar/h” which equal the slopes.
It must be noted that even though the fouling resistances are
increasing, the flux level is still characterized as sustainable and sub-
critical since the fouling rates for both the washed and unwashed
yeast cells never exceed our earlier defined acceptable fouling rate
limit of 40mbar/h (Beier et al., 2006; Beier and Jonsson, 2007, 2008).
This limit is defined at being the transition to supra-critical flux
level. In Fig. 9, however, it is seen that the initial fouling rate for the
unwashed cells are 3–4 times larger than for the washed yeast cells
(18 (mbar/h)/5 (mbar/h)).
4.5. Experiment 5: clean vs. pre-fouled membrane module
The effect of EPS fouling for two identical flux stepping experi-
ments have been investigated with 4g/L dry weight yeast cell sus-
pensions. The flux was stepwise increased to 40 L/(m2 h) on a clean
and pre-fouled membrane module, respectively.
It is seen in Fig. 10 that the permeability drop for the pre-fouled
membrane module is 24%, whereas it is 51% for the clean module.
The clean module is being fouled completely leading to the given
permeability drop, whereas a further addition of fouling, and there-
fore hydraulic resistance, is also possible for the pre-fouled mod-
ule but not to the same extent as for the clean module, however.
Also, the fouling resistance after the experiment with the pre-fouled
module is around half of that with the clean module. Altogether, the










































Fig. 10. Experiment 5. Permeability drop and fouling resistance after two identical
flux stepping experiments on (i) a clean, and (ii) a pre-fouled membrane module.
Feed: 4 g/L dry weight yeast cells. Module vibrations: 25Hz, 0.7mm amplitude,
880 s−1 average surface shear rate.
possible onto the irreversible adsorbed layer that probably consti-
tute the pre-fouled state which means that fouling of EPS continues
even though the membrane is “already” covered by fouling.
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5. Conclusions
Five experiments have been conducted using the vibrating
membrane bioreactor (VMBR) system using pure yeast cell sus-
pensions, pure BSA solutions, and mixtures of these two. The aim
was to evaluate the macromolecular transmissions of BSA and in-
vestigate how it is influenced by EPS in the separation from yeast
cells.
• First of all, it has been shown that at a vibrational mode (20Hz and
1.375mm amplitude) of the VMBR, a constant 85% transmission of
BSA can be achieved when filtering a pure 4g/L solution. This was
not possible for a static membrane module where the transmission
decreased from 68% to 45% after 6h of filtration (Experiment 1).
• The BSA transmission of 85% from Experiment 1 is higher than the
74% constant BSA transmission achieved in the separation from
8g/L yeast cells in suspension (Experiment 2).
• In order to explain the BSA transmission decrease in the presence
of yeast cells, it is important to account for the EPS fouling. There-
fore, EPS fouling has been investigated through Experiment 3, 4
and 5. Large degree of EPS fouling is observed at supra-critical flux
filtration of yeast cell suspensions, but also significant EPS fouling
at sub-, and at critical flux is detected. After 5 12 h of sub-critical
flux filtration at 20 L/(m2 h), the fouling resistance is 6 times larger
than the membrane resistance leading to a permeability drop of
86%. The transmission of EPS at supra-critical flux is measured to
around 26–27% whereas it is slightly higher at sub-critical flux
(around 32%). Thus, in Experiment 2 the BSA is “competing” with
EPS in being transmitted. Additionally, the lowered BSA transmis-
sion in presence of yeast cells might also be explained by pore
narrowing caused by EPS adsorption and deposition which is de-
tected by the additional hydraulic resistance (permeability drop)
observed in the presence of yeast cells (Experiment 3).
• The impact of EPS fouling is also seen in the difference of levels of
fouling resistance for identical sub-critical experiments with both
washed and unwashed yeast cells. Part of the EPS can be washed
out using a suspension and centrifugation washing procedure. The
initial fouling rate is 3–4 times larger for the unwashed yeast cells
compared to the washed yeast cells. However, even for washed
yeast cells, a slightly increasing fouling resistance can be observed
showing that EPS, in a minor level, is also being released during
filtration of washed yeast cells (Experiment 4).
• Membranes pre-fouled by EPS are able to adopt additional fouling
since a permeability drop of 24% could be measured after the fil-
tration of a pre-fouled membrane module. Therefore, EPS fouling
continues even though the membrane has “already” been fouled
(Experiment 5).
Altogether, EPS from yeast cells heavily causes membrane fouling
even at sub-critical flux. This fouling influences both the permeabil-
ity, and also the transmission, and therefore the macromolecular
transmission of other species than EPS is lower in mixtures contain-
ing EPS than for pure solutions. This should be accounted for when
such a separation is to be conducted using microfiltration. However,
it has been shown that the VMBR still facilitate the possibility of
actually conducting a separation with a relatively high and stable
macromolecular transmission which is not possible to achieve for at
static non-vibrating membrane module.
Notation
cb bulk concentration (9/1)
cp permeate concentration (9/1)
J volumetric flux (L/(m2 h))
Jc critical flux (L/(m2 h))
lp water permeability (L/(m2 hbar))
Rf fouling resistance (m2 hbar/L)
Rm membrane resistance (m2 hbar/L)
Rtot total resistance (m2 hbar/L)
TMP trans-membrane pressure (mbar)
Greek letters
s surface shear rate (s−1)
weff effective wall shear stress (Pa)
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